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The main purpose of this thesis is to construct finite groups as homomorphic images 
of progenitors, the semidirect product 2*n : N, where 2*n is a free product of n copies of the 
cyclic group C% extended by N, a group of permutations on n letters. We will construct by 
hand, using the technique of double coset enumeration explained below, 21+2+1 : S4, Sq : 2, 
34 : (S5 x 2), 21+(1+2+1) : S4, 4’24‘S,5, and Jj. Moreover, we will express every element of Ji, 
usually written as a permutation group on 2926 letters, as a permutation of A5 on 5 letters 
followed by a word in terms of the 5 symmetric generators of length at most 8. Manipulation 
of elements represented in this manner is described and algorithms and programs to pass 
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The two general methods for working with groups, permutations and matrices, are 
inconvenient or unmanageable for large finite groups and in particular for the larger sporadic 
groups, for example for the Monster group, the least degree of a matrix representation is 
196881 and it takes n3 operations to multiply two matrices of dimension n and the least degree 
of any permutation representation is IO20. Matrix multiplication for matrices of large size is 
very time-consuming and, although MAGMA(see [C+05]) and other group theory packages, 
handle permutations of reasonably large size quite efficiently, recording and transmitting 
elements is inconvenient. The main purpose of this paper is to give an alternative and more 
efficient method for working with finite groups. Our method applies to all finite groups that 
possess symmetric generating sets of involutions (see the next section), though in each case 
a suitable symmetric generating set is required. Such groups include all finite non-abelian 
simple groups and these groups can be constructed by the technique of manual double coset 
enumeration (see section 1.2). Curtis has discovered symmetric generating sets for numerous 
groups and constructed many finite groups, including several sporadic groups, by manual 
double coset enumeration; for references see [Bra97], [BC04], [BC96], and [CH96]. The 
construction of a group, possessing a (suitable) symmetric generating set, by the technique of 
double coset enumeration, not only enables us to express elements of the group in a much more 
concise manner but also to multiply and invert elements represented in the short form. In 
[CH96], every element of the Janko group Ji, usually written as a permutation on 266 letters, 
is written as a permutation on eleven letters from the projective special linear group £2(11), 
followed by a word of length at most four in the eleven involutory symmetric generators and 
a program to manipulate elements of J\ written in this short form is given.
2
1.1 Symmatric Generatieno f a (Troup
Let G be a group and
T = {ti, t2, • • •,tn} Q G,
then we define
T = {21,72, • • • T},
where Ti — (ti), the cyclic subgroup generated by ; ; we further define N = Ag(T), the set 
normalizer in G of T.
If the two conditions hold:
(i) G = (T), and
(ii) N permutes T transitively, not necessarily faithfully,
then, following Curtis and Hasan (see [CH96]), we say that T is a symmetric generating set 
for G . In these circumstances we call N the control subgroup. Note that (i) and (ii) imply 
that G is a homomorphic image of the (infinite) progenitor
m*n : N,
where m*" represents a free product of n copies of the cyclic group Cm, m being the order 
of ti, and N is a group of automorphisms of m*n which permutes the n cyclic subgroups by 
conjugation. Thus, for % G TV, we have
where r is an integer coprime to m. Of course, if m = 2 then N will simply act by conjugation 
as permutations of the n involutory symmetric generators. Now, since by the above elements 
of N can be gathered on the left, every element of the progenitor can be represented as ttw, 
where tt E N and w is a word in the symmetric generators. Indeed this representation is 
unique provided w is simplified so that adjacent symmetric generators are distinct. Thus any 
additional relator by which we must factor the progenitor to obtain G must have the form
where 7T 6 N and w is a word in T. In the next section we describe how a particular factor 
group




1.2 Manual Double Coset Enumeration
Since in this paper we are only concerned with involutory symmetric generators we 
restrict our attention to the case m = 2. Thus we seek homomorphic images of the progenitor
2*n : N,
(where N is now a transitive permutation group on n letters), which act faithfully on N and 
on the generators of the free product. It is convenient to identify the n free generators and 
N with their respective images. Thus
2*n : n
-------- :------- = {N,T \t? = l,t” = t^Tgwi, = .. = ttsws = 1), 
7]_W1,..,TSWS
where 7 G N,ti G T. Again, following Curtis and Hasan (see [CH96]), we are allowing i to 
stand for the symmetric generator ti in expressions such as the above relation. By a slight 
abuse of notation we also allow i to denote the coset Nt, ij the coset Ntitj etc., and we 
write, for instance,
ij ~ k to mean Ntitj = Nth-
Writing ij = k would be the much stronger statement than titj = th- Now since
= 74^^,
(or Z7T = mi” as we shall more commonly write), the permutations involved in any element 
of G can be gathered on the left. Thus any element of G can be written as a permutation 
belonging to N followed by a word in the symmetric generators. As mentioned in the last 
section, in the case of the progenitor itself this representation is unique provided the obvious 
cancellations are performed. Thus, if NgN is a double coset of N in G, we have
NgN = NnwN = NwN,
where g = mw G G, with 7 G N, and w is a word in the ti. We denote this double coset by 
[w], e.g. [01] denotes the double coset NtotiN. The double coset NeN = N, where e is the 
identity element, is denoted by [*]. Furthermore we define
■ N* = CNti); N = CN({ti,tj)) etc,
single point and two point stabilizers in N respectively. The coset stabilizing subgroup, Nw\ 
of N is given by, '
= (-7T G A : Nwm = Nw}, 
4
for w a word in the symmetric generators. Clearly Nw < N'W, and the number of cosets in 
the double coset [w] = NwN is given by | N | / | nW |, since
<=>
iVwfiT 1 | Nw
7Ti_7^!2~1 /
7V(w)tfi | nWtt2.
In order to obtain the index of N in G we shall perform a manual double coset enumeration 
of G over N\ thus we must find all double cosets [w] and work out how many single cosets 
each of them contains. We shall know that we have completed the double coset enumeration 
when the set of right cosets obtained is closed under right multiplication. Moreover, the 
completion test above is best performed by obtaining the orbits of nW on the symmetric 
generators. We need only identify, for each [w], the double coset to which Nwt, belongs for 
one symmetric generator t, from each orbit. We will decompose the image G into double 
cosets NgN, where g G 2*™ : N and find a set {51,52, ■ • ■ | of elements of G such that
G = NgxN U Ng2N U ....
But for each i, we have g, = T^iwi, where 7Tj G N and w, is a word in the ti, and so the double 
coset deomposition simplifies to
G = N U Nw2N U Nw^N U ...,
where wi is chosen to be the identity. When the set of relations by which we are factoring 
is empty this gives the double coset decomposition of the progenitor 2*n : N, and in this 
case there are infinitely many double cosets corresponding to the orbits of N on the ordered 
fc-tuples of the letters of T = {ti,... ,tn}, sometimes written as T = {l,...,n}, which have 
no adjacent repetitions, where f G N = {1,2,...}.
Now we will use the technique described above to construct several finite groups. We construct 
the group 21+2+1 : S4, where S\ is the symmetric group of degree 4, in Chapter 2, the group 
Sq : 2, where N is the cyclic group of order 2, in Chapter 3, the group 34 : (S5 x 2), where 
S$ is the symmetric group of degree 5, in Chapter 4, the group 2I+C1+2+1) : S4, where S4 is 
the symmetric group of degree 4, in Chapter 5, the group 4'24'Ss, where S$ is the symmetric 
group of degree 5, in Chapter 6, and the smallest Janko group Ji, in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 2
Construction of 21+2+1 : S4
Consider G — 2*4 : ^/[(C),!)^, where G is the homomorphic image of the
(infinite) split extension 2*4 : S4 factored by the relator [(0,1) )2, 3)to]4 and the action of N = 
S4 on the symmetric generators given by x ~ (0,1,2, 3) , y ~ (2,3) , and t ~ to. A symmetric 
presentation of 2*4 : S4 is given by 2*4 : S4 =< x, y, t[x4, y2, (y*x)3,t2, (t, y), (t, y*x2*y*x) >. 
We factor by the relationship of ((x2 *y)2 * t)4 and it turns that the index of N = S4 in 
G = 2*4 : S4 is 16 single coeete.
Let 71- = (0,1) (2,3). Then [-7zao]4 = e
=> T■tr'7rtr'7atr7^tr = e
=> •7■tr7^ir)7r(7a7^—1)■to7rto = e
=> TtoTtoowrttQto = e
=> •7rtr7^(a^7^7^~17■~1!to■7■7rto^r = e
2
=> 7rto7T7r7rtQ tgt^o = e
=> 7^(%■7^-7■7^_1•7■_1•7■_1!iso•™7^7rtr2trtr = e
=> 7r4ig3iQ2t£t0 = e
=r> ---- C.
Then tito = to^i ■
We now perform the double coset enumeration of the image G over N. First of all 
NeN = N and we denote this double coset by [*]. Then [■*] consists of the single coset N.
Since N is transitive on t = {0,1,2,3}, we obtain the double coset NtgN = 
[0] = {Nto, NI4, Nt2, Nts}. So [0] has 4 single coseis. Also, since N= N° = 
S3 = {e, (1,2), (1,3), (2,3), (1,2,3), (1,3,2)}, the number of single coset-s in [0] is equal to
■ — 24/6 = 4 as seen above. The orbits of N® on t are {0} and {1,2,3}. So we have 
only the double coset NtotyN to consider ai this stage.
6
From the relation above, 01 ~ 10 and TVrj1 = S2 = {e, (2,3)}, but Ntot^ (0,1) = 
Nttot-fD = Mato = Ntot! => (0,1) e N^U. Similarly, (0,l)(2,3) G A?01'. So Ar<01) >< 
JV01, (0,1), (0,1)(2,3) >=< (2,3), (0,1) >= V4 = 4, the number of single cosets in [01] is 
equal to = 24/4 = 6 and [01] has 6 single cosets. It follows that 01 ~ 10,02 ~ 20,03 ~
30,12 ~ 21,13 ~ 31, and 23 ~ 32. So JVtotilV = {Ntoti,N0ot2, AY0A3, AVit2,f2it3,-Vt2t3}. 
The orbits of NN 0 on T are {0,1} and {2,3}. So we have the double coset N^(^t^i^2N'to 
consider at this stage.
From the relation above, 01 ~ 10,02 ~ 20,03 ~ 30,12 ~ 21,13 ~ 31,23 ~ 32, 
012 ~ 120 ~ 102 ~ 210 ~ 021 ~ 201 and TV0^ = {e}, but Nitt^l, 2,0) = =
Nt-tato = Ntotit2 => (1)2,0) € 7V(°12). So A(012) >< (a/012, (1,2,0) >= 6, the number of 
single cosets in [012] is equal to — 24/6 = 4 and [012] has 4 single cosets. Or, 012 ~ 102
=> (0,1) e A^). Similarly, (0,2) G A^C°12). Thus Ad012) >< ^-012, (0> 1), (0, 2) >= s3 It 
follows that 012 ~ 021 ~ 201 ~ 210 ~ 102 ~ 120, 013 ~ 031 ~ 301 ~ 310 ~ 103 ~ 130, 
023 ~ 032 ~ 302 ~ 320 ~ 203 - 230, 123 ~ 132 ~ 312 ~ 321 - 213 - 231. So 7^atoiiU = 
{Ntotity, Ntotit3, Ntotah, Ntifals} which is 4 single cosets again. The orbits of A(012) on t 
are {0,1,2} and {3} and we have the double coset Ntot-iattiN to consider at this stage.
A/-CJ123 {e}, but Ar/,oZi£2b3(2, 0,3) = Nttotit^WW = Nt3t-St0t2 = Ntotifata => 
(2,0,3) 6 A(0123). So a(0123) >< (yy0123, (2,0,3) >= 24, the number of single cosets in 
[0123] is equal to jjj23)| — 24/24 = 1 and [O123] has 1 single cosets, winch means that 
all the single cosets in the double coset [0123] are all equal to each other. It follows that 
0123 ~ 0132 ~ 0312 ~ 3012 ~ 0213 ~ 0231 ~ 0321 ~ 3021 ~ 1023 ~ 1032 ~ 1302 ~ 3102 - 
1203 ~ 1230 ~ 1320 ~ 3120 ~ 2103 ~ 2130 ~ 2310 ~ 3210 ~ 2013 ~ 2031 ~ 2301 ~ 3201. 
So, [0123] has 1 single last coset with its orbit {0,1,2,3}.
Overall, we finish with 16 single cosets in 5 double cosets.
The number of smgh coset.s of N m G A at most 1- —j+p^+| +pjmL| = 1+4+6+4+1
= 16. Hence, the order of G is 16 x |AT| = 16 x 24 =384.
These results are summarized in the following Cayley graph.
7
[*1 [0] [01] [012] [0123]
Figure 2 .1: Construction of 21+2+1 :
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Chapter 3
Construction of Sq : 2
Consider G = 2*6 : PGLzS)/[(6,5,1,4, 2,3)te]4, where G is the homomorphic image 
of the (infinite) split extension 2*6 : PGLfS) factored by the relator [(6,5,1,4, 2 3)tg]4 and 
the action of N = PGL2(5) on the symmetric generators given by x (13,2,6, 5,4) , 
y ~ (1,2)(3,4)(5,6) , and t ~ A symmetric presentation of 2*6 : PGLfS) is given by 
2*6 : TGI^) — < x,y,t\x6,y2, (y*x)5, (y~1*(y*x')~~-*x)2, t2, (t,x~2*y*x~2'), (t,y*x*y*x2) >. 
We factor by the relationship of (y * a?-1 * y * t)4 and it turns that the index of N = Sq in 
G = 2*6 : Sq is 12 single cosets.
Let % = (6,5,1,4, 2,3). Then [7rfe]4 = e
—Z* 7tZ q 7"t 6 7"ig Tift — G
=> 7Ti67rt67r7T7-_1)t67Tt6 = <e
=> Ttqntq'Tivtrtts = e
=> 7’it67_(7r7‘-7“17r_1)t67r7rtgt6 = e
2=> T^TT-ZTT-itg tgtg = e
=> ■7r(7r7r7r7r~17'-17r-1jt:6-T7‘'7i62t6t6 = e
=> 7r4t^3 tf t$tq = e
=> (6, 2 1)(5,3,4^)£4t1£5i6 = e. •
Then £4! = hil-
We now perform the double coset enumeration of the image G over N. First of all
NeN = N and we denote this double coset by <[*]. Then [*] consists of the single coset N.
Since N is transitive on T = {1, 2,3,4,5,6}, we obtain the double coset NtqN = 
[6] = {Nti, Ntz, Nt3, Nt—, Ntq, Ntq}. So [6] has 6 single cosets. Also, since N® = N6 = 20, 
the number of single cosets in [6] is equal to <<■ — 1210/20 = 6 as seen above. The orbits of 
jV(6) on T are {6} and {1,2,3,4,5} and we have only the double coset Ntqt-N to consider 
9
at this stage.
From the relation above, 41 ~ 65. But NtqtqfG, 4,5,1) = Nfatq)(6’4’5,1) = Ntjty = 
Nt6t5 => (6,4,5,1) G 7V(65\ Similarly, (1,2,5)(3,6,4), (1,5)(2,3)(4,6), (1,3,5)(2, 6,4) G 
jV(65). So .V65" >< AT65,(6,4,5)1),(1,25)(3,6,4),a,5^)(2,3)(4,6),(1,35)(2,6,4^) >= 24, 
the number of single cosets in [65] is equal to |J^5)[ = 120/24 = 5 and [65] has 5 single 
cosets. It follows that 65 ~ 41 ~ 32 ~ 56 ~ 14 ~ 23, 64 ~ 35 ~ 21 ~ 46 ~ 53 ~ 12, 
63 ~ 24 ~ 15 ~ 36 ~ 42 ~ 51, 62 ~ 13 ~ 54 ~ 26 ~ 31 ~ 45, and 61 ~ 52 ~ 43 ~ 
16 ~ 25 ~ 34 and NtqtsN = {Ntqtq, NtJi, Ntqt-pNtst^ Ntq£4}. The orbit of NN on T is 
{12 3,4,5,6), and we do not n proceed any more.
Finally, tqt5^4 = titti = ti; so, NwN can not make double cosets with |w| = 3 or 
more. As a conclusion, [*], [6], and [65] are the only three double cosets making 1, 6, and 5 
single cosets respectively. It goes along with the fact that the number of single cosets of N 
in G is at most 1 + = 1 + 6 + 5 = 12.
Therefore, |G| = 12 x ] JV| = 12 x 120= 1440. These results are summarized in the following 
Cayley graph.
[*] [6] [«]
Figure 3.1: Construction of Sq : 2
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Chapter 4
Construction of 34 : S5 x 2
Consider G = 2*5 : S5/K0, l)io]6, [(0,l,2,3,4)£o]i°, where G is the homomor­
phic image of the (infinite) split extension 2*5 : S5 factored by the relator [(0, l)to]6 
and [(0,1,2, 3,4)to]io ' and the action of N = S5 on the symmetric generators given by 
x ~ (0,1,2,3,4) , y ~ (3,4) , and t ~ to- A symmetric presentation of 2*5 : S5 is given by 
2*5 : S5 =< x,y,t\x5,y2, (x * y)4, (x,y)3,t2, (t,x^~~^ *y * x2), (t,x2 *y * a/-2)) >. We factor 
by the relationships of (a/-2) *y*x2*t)6 and (x * t)10 and it turns that the index of N — S5 
in G = 2*5 : ; is 162 single cosets.
Given [(0, l)to]6 = e, let tv = (0,1), then [-zto]6 = e
—7* 7rtQ’n"tQ7rZQ7rtQ7rriQ^"£Q — 6
=> 7rto7rto7rto7rto7r7’F7r~i)to7rto = e
=> 7‘tQ7rtQ7rto7TtQ7^77rQtQ = e
=> -7to%ton‘to7r(7T7r7r~1'7r_1)to7rmtgto — e '
2=> T-toTn^t^-r-ooT-T^-nitn tgio = e
=> T’ito7rio7r(:n^7r7r7r_17'_17'_1)i^f^^T^7r7i‘tQ2toto = e
3 2
=> 7^:toTTt^o7i^'n^iTTr tj tg tgto = e
=> 7rtQ7r(7T7^7r7^7^-17^_17^~17^_1)tgF7^7r7r ^tg^gto = e
=> TVtVy^^'KTVTVTV Eq tgt^o = e
=> 7r(7r7r7r%7r7r_17r_17r_17r_17r_1)ioT7T7r7r7r = e
=4> Tr^^f3tfttto = e
=> titotitotito = e.
So, titoti = totii^o-
Given [(0,1, 2,3, 4)1o]10 = e, let n = (0,1,2,3,4), then [-7-tg]10 = e
11
—— r^i^Qr^^Qrr^Q^r^Q’r^Q’r^Q^r^Q^rr^rri'Qrr^Q — e
=> 7’to7rtQ'7to7to7rto7rto7io7rio7'('7r7r _ 1jio7i’0o = e
=> 'Ti:o7i:oiTt(^Trto7^toT:to7^to7rtoT^'7tQtQ = e
=> TtoTio7rto'^o7rio7’toT'toT'(T'T'W-1T’-1)toTm£Qto = e
2
=> TtoTtoTtoTtoTtoTtontoTTtTtt7 tgto = e
=> 7roT7r)o£ooJo7r£o7rto7'(7r7r7r7r_17r_17’~:Ij£o7r7r7rt02iQt:o = e
3 2
=> 7rtoMoMoMotrtQtttotrtT7rTt OQ tg Ogto = e
=> rrto7to7torrto7-torr(rrrrrrrrrr~1rr~1rr-1rr- 1)tor'rrrrrr tg^g^gto = e
4 3 2
=> o^tt7^tot^tot^OQt^OoototootoT tg tg tg tgto = e
=> o^ttottoo^to7^to7^0^o7or^^ow-1o^~1o^~■or~1o^~1)tQrotototo^ ^tg^g^gfo = e
5 4 3 2=> 7■Oo•7^0o7^^7•7O^7■77^7^T7•7■ tg tg tg Og Ogto = e
=> ortot^tottoo%OtoTotototo^o_1o■_1o_1o^_1o^-1o•~1)tot^oTOT%oTOT tgS o04t03Oo‘2'OOOo = e
=> 7rto7roo7rtQ7r7r7‘7r7‘77rrQ6iQ5tQ4oQ3tQ2tgto — e
=> orttMo1tTT^vT^vKTTTt^~1T~-T~■T~1T-1T~1^{~1)tQn^vTwtTTTtg6tgStg4tg3'tg2tgto = e
=> o^^tt^^t^t^^t^^'n^^^-T^^■n^'Ttg7tg6tg5tgitg3tg2tgi^t = e
=> 7'0o7T(7^'r^,n‘'n^’^:r^:r^5T^7r“i7‘~i7'—i7‘_i7‘—i7r—i7’_i7'—i);^Q7i^'n^'^:T^7T7r7r7r •
7 R C A Q 9
47F ‘ J-7TU 4.-7° -117 4-7° .toT-iTT.!.____„
Co 1g ro Co Co c0 toro — e
=> Tt^t^mT^TvoT^m^T^'T'^-^g^-tg7tgtg5tg4tg3gtgt° = e
=> 7‘(7T^7r7i^7i^7i^7r7r7r7'7'—17r—'L7r—i7r—17r—i7r—i7r—17r—i7r—i)t^Qr77r7r777r7^'r^:r7r •
/7T8 47’7 j^TT6 J.1T5 J^ir44-7'3 J-7f2 J.7T4- ___ „
m to t0 t0 t0 t0 t0 t0 t° — e 
_» _g.0j7r9.,7r8j7r74.'7rej7‘5j.'7‘4j.7'3j.7‘2.jiiT/   „ 
tQ tg tg tQ tg lg tg l0 tgtg — e
t^t^^^ttot^lsi^ ’^t-iO^o — e.
So, t^tst-tlto = totit^tzti..
We now perform the double coset enumeration of the image G over N. First of all 
NeN = N and we denote this double coset by [*]. Then [*] consists of the single coset N.
Since N is transitive on T = {0,1,2,3,4}, we obtain the double coset NtoN = [0] = 
{NtoNtijNtzjNt^Nt!}. So [0] has 5 single cosets. Also, N■ — N° = S4 = 24 so the 
number of single coset.s in [0] is equal to = 120/24 = 5 as seen above. The orbits of
N® on T are {0} and {1,2,3,4} and we have only the doutde coset NtgtN to consider at 
this stage.
Since A7^01) = rv01 = Ss = < e, (234) > the number of smgle cosets in [01] is equal 
|jy~(^ji)| = 1213/6 = 20. [01] has 20 single cosets and the orbits of NN ■ on T are {0},{l}, 
and {2,3,4}. So we have the double cosets Nto^itoN and NtottzN to consider at this stage
12
Our relation of 010 ~ 101 from above and IV010 = g3 =< e, (234) >, 
but Ntotito(l, 0) = IV(/cot£o)/L’0) = Ntitoti = Ntotito => (1,0) G TV^010). Sim­
ilarly, (l,0)(2,3,4), (l,0)(3,4), (l,0)(2,3), (l,0)(2,4,3), (l,0)(2,4) G Y(010). So 
7/(010) >< (a1010, (1,0)(2,331 (10)(3,4), (1,0)(2,3). (1,0)(2,4,3), (1, 0)(2,4) >= 12,
the number of single cosets in [010] is equal to = 120/12 = 10 and [010] has 10
single cosets. It follows that 2 out of 20 have the same names and NtotitoN = [010] = 
{Ntotito, Ntotito, Ntotsto, Ntotfto, Ag/gii, Aii^i, NtitittjNtztstz, Nisidy, Ntotyj.
The orbits of iM010) on T are {1,0} and {2,3,4}. So we have the double coset NtotitotzN 
to consider at this stage.
From the relationship above, 43210 ~ 01234 => 210 ~ 3401234 = 012^3,4/ So 012 ~ 
210 and T/012 = g% =< e, (34) >, but Ntotitz(2,0) = N(tottt2h2’°0 = Nt^tit^o = Ntotrt? => 
(2,0) G 1V(012). Similarly, (2,0)(3,4) G Af(012). So A^12) >< (IV°12, (2,0), (2,0)(3.4) >= 4. 
the number of single cosets in [012] is equal to = 120/4 = 30. [012] has 30 sm^e
cosets and the orbits of A^012) on T are {1}, {2,0} and {3,4}. So we have the double cosets 
NtOtit^tiN and NtottittN to consider at this stage.
From the relationship above, 010 ~ 101, we get 0102 ~ 2120 ~ 0201 ~ 
1012 ~ 1210 ~ 2021 and = S2 =< e, (34) >, but A^ltoW^U^ 1^:10) =
Agtotito^/1,0) = Nttztitz = Ntotitotz => (1,0) G JV(°102). Similarly,
(10)(3,4), (1,0,2)(3,4)i (2,0)(314), (1,2)(3,4). (1,20)(3,4) G M^). So M^) >< 
(IV^2, (1,0), (1,0)(3,4), (1. 0,2)(3,4), (2,0)(3,4), (1,2)(3,4), (1. 2, 0)(3,4) >= 12, the num­
ber of single cosets in [0102] is equal to = 120/12 = 10. [0102] has 10 single cosets and
the orbits of A^0102) on T are {1,2,0} and {3.4}. So we have the double coset NtotitotitzN 
to consider. But, 01023 = 32.010 = 3.210.1 = 30121 = 01232(0321) so the double cosets 
[01023] and [01232] are identical. We will consider only [01232] later.
From the relationship 012 ~ 210 above, 0121 ~ 2101 ~ 0212 ~
1020 ~ 1202 ~ 2010 and IV0121 s g^ =< e, (34) >, but NOtztH, 0) =
Atiooitati^’O) = Ntzttt! = Ntohtit! => (2,0) € Al(°121). Similarly,
(2,0)(3,4)i (1,0,2)(3,4), (1^0)(3,4), (l.0)(3.4), (1,2)(3,4) G A^™2). So A^) >< 
(A10121, (2. 0)(3,4), (1, 0,2)(3,4), (1,2,0)(3,4), (1,0)(3,4), (1,2)(3,4) >= 12. the number of 
single cosets in [0121] is equal to = 120/12 = 10. [0121] has 10 single cosets and the
orbits of A-(°121) on T are {12.0} and {3,4}. So we have the double coset NtotitztifyN to 
consider.
Again, from the relationship 012 ~ 210 above, 0123 ~ 2301 ~ 0321 ~ 2103 and 
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TV0123 = {e} but NtOtit2t3(20) = N(trfitit3^2® = -/V^tRois = Ntoht2t3 => (2,0) G 
2^(0123). Similarly, (1,3) G ^(0123). go 7^(0123) >< (^0123, (2, 0), (1,3) >= 4, the number of 
sm^e cosets m [OI23] equal to i^^2^ [ = 120/4 = 30. [OI23] has 30 sm^e cosets and toe 
orbits of N^012’) on t are {2,0}, {1,3} and {4}. So we have the double cosets Ntot]t2t3t2N 
and Ntot-LtztstiN to consider.
Again, from the relationship above 0123 ~ 2301 ~ 0321 ~ 2103, 01232 ~ 
03212 ~ 03121 ~ 01323 ~ 02313 ~ 02131 and TV01232 s {e}, but Nt0t1t2t3t2Cl, 3) = 
A'(^t0tii2t3i2)(1’3( = .Nto03^0:!^ = Ntotit2t3t'2 => (1,3) G JV(012^. Simtlaaly, (2,3), (1,2) G 
lyo12’2), S0 TVl012’2) >< (jy01232, (1,3), (2, 3), (1,2) >— 6, the number of single cosets in 
[OI232] equal to ^J75’2^ = 120/6 = 20. [°1232] has 20 smgje cosets and toe orHts
of a(01232) on t are {0},{l, 2 3} and {4}. So we have the double cosets Ntot^t^toN 
and N0otit2t3t2t4N to consider. But,[012320] = [0102] by 0102 = 01024.4 = 42.010.4 = 
4.210.14 = 401214 = 012320(04321). So, the double cosets [0102] and [012320] are identical.
Again, from the relationship above 01234 43210 and 012 ~ 210, 01234 ~ 03412 ~
43012 ~ 41032 ~ 03214 ~ 21034 ~ 21430 ~ 01432 ~ 43210 ~ 23410 ~ 23014 ~ 41230 
and A01234 = {e} >, but 3)(2 4) = N(^or.tit|i/1’3I2,4) = 2^0*3*4*102 =
21*00^203*4 => (1>3)(2,4) G Ad012’’). So 7V(01234) >< (^01233, (13)(2,4) >= 12, the number 
of smgle cosets m [01234] h equal to ((^t(2334t1 = 120/12 = l0. [O1234] has l0 sm^e cosels and 
the orbits of _^(01234) o, t are {1,3} and {2,3,0}. So we have the double coset Ntt^S4^t2i3t3i^-^N 
to consider.
From 012.13 = 2.101.3 - 20.103 ~ 20.301, we get 01213 ~ 20301 and JV01213 “ 
{e} >, but; lVtoslt2t1i3)l)0,2,3) = N^oti^iit3/1,0’2’3 = Nt2t0^3^o^i = Ntottt2tit3 =>
(10,2,3) G 7V(01213). So A(01213) >< (1V01213, (10,2,3) >= 24, the number of single cosets 
m [01213] is equal to j { = 120/23 = 5. [01.213] has 5 stagfe coscls and toe orb^s of
0(011213) on l are {4} and { 1,2 3,0}. So we have the double coset Ntotitititst^N to consider. 
But, 01234.1 = 4.32101 = 4.101.23 = 401023 = 012134(04321). So the double cose/s [012341] 
and [012134] are identical.
From 0.12324 = 04.232.1 = 043.231 = 043.132, we get 012324 ~ 043132 and 
TV012324 = {e}, but N■tottt2i3i2o3)'l) 3,23) = NftoH^OU)0,3’2,30 = Wghtstitst2 = 
Ntotlt2t3t2t^4 => (1,3, 2,3) G 7V(°12323). So ^(01232-3) >< (^012324, (13,2,3) >= 24, the 
number of smgte cosets m [O12324] equal to °(0324y| = 1.20/24 = 5. [012324] has 5 smgk 
cosets and the orbits of ;V (012324) o, t are {0} and l1,2,3)4}. So we have the double coset 
NtotttitstitJoN to consider.
From the relationship 012 ~ 210 above, 012341 ~ 210341 acd A/'°12341 = {e}, 
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but #toot322334ii(2,0) = N (toti't&tshti)^2’0') — NilitolstJi — NtO^td^itst^iti => (2,0) G 
7(0122341). Similarly, (104,2,) G #(012341). So #(012341) >< (#012341, (2, 0), (1, 0,4,2) >= 
24, the number of singte cosets in [012341] is equal to ((o(Liy| = 120/24 = 5. [012341] has 5 
single cosets and the orbits of #(012341) on t are {3} and {1, 2,4, 0}. So we have the double 
coset Ntotttttstit-ttzN to consider. But, 0.121.3 = 021.23 — 12.023 = 12.320 = 12320.44 = 
123.204.4 = 1234024 = 0123413(01234). So the double cosets [0123413] and [01213] are 
identical.
From 012.3240 = 2.10324.0 = 2423.010 = 24231.01 = 1.324.201 = 14.232.01 =
143.230.1 = 14.303.21 = 140.302.1 = 1402031, we get 0123240 ~ 1402031 and #0123240 s 
{e} but !^V()oJi'2233t2th)oil/4,32,0) = •A(toiM2332Mo)(1’4’3’2’O) = W^rtttttah = 
Ntotit2t3t2t4tt => (14,3, 2,0) G #(0123240). So #(0123240) >< (#0123240, (1,4,3, 2, 0) .>= 
120, the number of single cosets in [0123240] is equal to |JV-(Oi2324o')'i = 120/120 = 1. [0123240] 
has 1 single cosets, which means that all the single cosets in the double coset [0123240] are all 
equal to each other. The orbit of #(0123240) on t is {12,3,4,0}. Hence, we do not .proceed 
any more.
Overall, in 14 double cosets, there are 162 single cosets.
The order of G is 162 x |#T| = 162 x 120 = 19440. These results are summarized in the 
following Cayley graph.
Figure 4.1: Construction of 34 : S$ x 2
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Chapter 5
Construction of 21+(1+2+1) : g4
Consider G = 2*4 : S-/[(0, l)£o£2£o]2, where G is the homomorphic image of the 
(infinite) split extension 2*4 : S4 factored by the relator [(0, l)£o£2£o]2 and the action of 
IV = St on the symmetric generators is given by x (41,2,3) ,y~(2,3) , and t ~ to. A 
symmetric presentation of 2*4 : St is given by 2*4 : S4 =< x,y,t|n;4,y2, (y*x)3,t2, (t,y), (i:y* 
x2 *y * x) >. We factor by the relationship of ((x2 *y * x2} *t *(2 *t)2 and it turns that 
the index of N = St in G = 2*4 : St is 32 single cosets.
Given [(0, l^o^to]2; if we let % = (0,1), 
then [7'£o£2;0o]2 = e => 7r£o£2£o7r£o£2£o = e 
=> T:(T^w~1')it0t2to'x1^ot^2t^o = e 
=> TV2t^ttt-t0t2to) = e
titsti. to£2to — e
=> = £0/2^0-
We now perform the double coset' enumeration of the image G over N. First of all 
NeN = N and we denote this double coset by [*]. Then [*] consists of the single coset N.
Since N is transitive on T — {0,1,2,3}, we obtain the double coset NtyN = 
[0] = {Ntq, Ntt, Nt2, Ntq}. So, [0] has 4 single cosets. Also, since N= N° = 
S3 — {e, (1,2), (1,3), (2,3), (1, 2,3), (1,3, 2)}, the number of single cosets in [0] is equal to 
, = 24/6 = 4 as seen above. The orbits of N® on T are {0} and {1,2, 3}. So we have
only the double coset Ntyt-N to consider at this stage.
Since iF01) = N01 = S2 = (i2,3)} the number of smgle cosets m [01]
is equal to pyyjijj = 24/2 = 12. [01] has 12 single cosets and NtohN = [01] =
{/V£o£i,Ntot2,Ntot3,Ntt2,Ntit3,Nt2t3,Ntpto-,.Nt2to,Ntqto,Nt2tt,Nt3ti,Nt3t2}- The or­
bits of 0Fo1) on T are {0},{1}, and {2,3}. So we have the double cosets NtotytoN and 
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NtotthN to consider at this stage.
From 020 ~ 121 above, 010 - 212 ~ 313 and TV010 = S2 = {e, (2,3)}, but 
Ntot-jto(2,0) = A/toMo/2’0 = Ntrfit2 = Ntotit^0 => (2,0) G Art010). Similarly^) (3,0) G 
Art010). §0 j-(0i0) (TV010, (2,0), (3,0) >= 4, the number of single cosets in [010] is equal 
0o |jfn0)| = 24/4 = 6. [010] has 4 single cosets and the orMts of A’t010) on T are I1} and 
{2,3,0}. So we have the double coset NtotjtotiN to consider at this stage.
From 121 = 020 => 0121 = 20 => 012 = 201 above, we get 012(°’1>2) = 2O1<0’1’2) => 
120 = 012. Also, from 012 = 201, we get 121 = 020. So 012 ~ 120 - 201 and TV012 = {e}, 
but Ntot^l, 2,0) = N(toiH2/1’2,0) = TV^to = NtotJa => (1,2,0) G Art012). Similarly, 
(1,0,2) G Art012). So a(O012) >< (AT012, (1,2,0), (1,0, 2) >= 3, the number of single cosets in 
[012] is equal to = 24/3 = 8. [012] has 8 single cosets and the orbits of Aft012) On t
are {3} and {1, 2,0}. So we have the double coset AloiitkisA to consider at this stage.
From 010 ~ 212 ~ 313 above, 0101 ~ 0303 ~ 0202 ~ 2121 ~ 1313 ~ 3030 ~ 
3232 ~ 1212 ~ 2323 - 2424 ~ 1414 ~ 3131 and TV0101 = 2, but ATtoiiioii (l, 3,2) = 
TV()otiio<i)(1’3,2) = Ntotstota = Ntotitoti => (1,3,2) G Aft0101). Similarly, (1,3) G A(O0101). 
So A(O0101) >< (a/012, (1, 3, 2), (1,3) >= 24, the number of single cosets in [0101] is equal to 
= 24/24 — 1. [0101] has 1 single cosets, which means that all the single cosets in the 
double coset [0101] are equal to each other. The orbit of At0101) on T is {12,3,0}. So, we 
do not proceed any more. .
From 012 ~ 120 ~ '201 above, 0123 ~ 2130 ~ 0231 ~ 3210 ~ 2013 ~ 0312 - 
3102 ~ 1203 ~ 1032 ~ 3021 ~ 2301 ~ 1320 and A111^ = 1, but Ntohtatg2, 3,0) = 
JV(it0iii2t3)(2’3’0) = A^taio = Ntot&ts => (2,3,0) G A^). So Aft0123) >< 
(A012! (2, ^0) >= 12, the number of smgh cosets in [°123] ts equal to = 24/12 = 2
and [0123] has 2 single cosets. The orbit of At0123) on T is {1,2,3,0}. So, we do not' proceed 
any more.
Overall, we finish with 32 single cosets in 7 double cosets.
The order of G is 32 x | A7| = 32 x 24 = 768.
These results are summarized in the following . Cayley graph.
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Consider G = 2*4 : A4/[(0,1,2)to]8or[(0,1)(2,3)to]6, where G is the homomorphic 
image of the (infinite) split extension 2*4 : A4 factored by the relator [(O,l,2)t0]8 = 1, 
[(0,1)(2,3)to]6 = 1 and the action of N = A4 on the symmetric generators given by x ~
(1,2,3) , y ~ (0,1,2) , and t ~ to. A symmetric presentation of 2*4 : A4 is given by 
2*4 : A4 =< x,y,t\x3,y3, (x * y)2,t2, (x,t) >. We factor by the relationships of (y * t)8 and 
(x *y * t)6 and it turns that the index of N — A4 in G = 2*4 : A4 is 640 single cosets. 
Let t = (0,1,2).
Then [ntop = e
—r* 7^r^(^■^Q^:r^^Q7^^o7'^;Qn■tQ7^^Q7^o — e
=> 7^tQ7^tQ7^tQ7^tQ7rto7^to7^(7r7~1)tQ7^tQ = e
=> 7rtQ7rto7■tQ7■ltQ7^toTtQ7^7^iQ^Q — e
=> 7^ito7^;to7^^toT^to7rt^(^7r(7r7^'7'~17-~1)t^o7^'^t^0to = e
2=> 7^tQ7^tQ7J^tQ7rtQ7^tQ7^'n^'7^t'7' tgto = e
=> 7■■^Q7^to7•rto7riQo7(7T7r7^-T“17‘-17^_1)to7r7T7■'tQ2tQtQ = e
3 2
=> TtoTiortto7tto7T7T7rTr tg tg tgto = e
=> 7•tQ7^Qi7^Q7•7(■(77r7•7^7^7^_17^_17^_17^_1j^Q•7^7T7^7r t^t^tgto = e
4 3 2
=> T-toTrt^f^'tr'^oT^Tr'r^-^Tr Q tg tg tgto = e
=> T'tQ'7^'to7r(7r^7T7r7r%7r-~17'~17-~17~1n-~1)-^l777777^'T7r ig4tg3tg2tgto — e
=> 7rtoT'oo'?77r7r7r'T'7r ^^O^O^OIo = e
=> nyt^^nnrnrnrnvnv-^-^-^-^^nJ^t^'rv'rvK'Fnr ^^O^o^O^OI0 = e
=> 7^tQ7•7r7^7r7■•7■777g6tg5 tg4tg3 tg2 = e
=> nr^nrnrnrnrnnTy-^-^-^-^-^-^-^tonTwtnrnvnrnrtQf tQ5 tQ4tg3 tg2 tQto = e
_x 837-7J7-6jTrSfT^4iir3,^7r2,7_/ _
3 t0 ^0 '-0 " c0 c0 to^o — e-
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Then (021)iiio222ito222iio = e.
Let t-= (0,1) (2,3).
Then [cto]6 = e
—r* oriQoriQorZQriQoriQortQ — e
=> 7nto(nto(rio7rto7r(7rn’~1)to7rto = e 
=> 7rto(2o''TrO'72oV(To'to = 6
=> %toortoorro:o((orrr 1(r 1)torrrrtoOo = e
2
=> Ttgntg'nt&mi'Tt't tgit = e
=> rttintg((7rn7rr~1n~1n~1)to'n:7r7rtQ2iQtQ = e
3 2=> rrtoorto7rxoror tg tg igto = e
=} tj3tj2t^to = e
=> T-tc^'r^'r^'^TTT- tg4tg3tg2tgto = e
=> or(o-o-rro-oror_1or_1rr_1or_1rr_1)ioororororrr tg4tg3tg2tgtg = e
=> = e.
Then tito^i — totitto-
We now perform the double coset enumeration of the image G over N. First of all 
NeN = N and we denote this double coset by [*]. Then [*] consists of the single coset N.
Since N is transitive on T = {0,1,2,3}, we obtain the double coset NtoN — 
[0] = {Ntg,Nti,Nt2,Nt3}. So [0] has 4 single cosets. Also, since N ® = N° = A$ = 
{e, (12,3), (1,3,2)}, the number of single cosets in [0] is equal to NN = 12/3 = 4 as seen 
above and the orbits of N on T are {0} and {1,2,3}. So we have only the double coset 
NtotiN to consider at this stage. .
Since #(01) = #01 = #2 = {e}, the number of single cosets in [01] is equal to 
= 12/1 = 12. [01] has 12 single cosets and the orbits of #(01) on T are {0},{l},{2} 
and {3}. So we have the double cosets Atotito#, NmN, and NtgtitgN to consider at 
this stage.
From the relation above, 010 ~ 101 and #010 = A2 = {e}, but #totito(0,1,0) = 
#(totito)(O1’O) = Nt-doti = #totjt;o =k (0,1,0) G #(°10). So #(01°) >< (#010, (0,1,0) >= 2, 
the number of single cosets in [010] is equal to = 12/2 = 6. [010] has 6 single cosets
and the orbits of #(010) on T are {0,1} and {2,3}. So we have the double coset Ato^i3o^2A 
to consider at this stage.
Since #(012) = #012 = {e}, the number of single cosets in [012] is equal to ~
12/1 = 12. [012] has 12 single cosets and the orbits of #(012) on T are {0},{l},{2}, and {3}. 
So we have the double cosets NttttgtttN, Atom#, and Atgl^^A to consider.
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Since 7V(013) = J/013 ~ {e} toe number of smgle cosets m [O13] os equal to ))3) = 
12/1 = 12. [013] has 12 single cosets and the orbits of 1^(013) on T are {0},{l},{2}, and 
{3}. So we have the double cosets NtJtit3toN, Ntotyt3tiN, and Nto'Ct^^N to consider. 
But, 0120 = (021)1021 = (021)0130(l°X23) and 0121 = (021)1020 = (021)0131(l°)(23). Then 
[0130] = [0120] and [0131] = [0121]. So we have the double coset Ntoi—t^N to consider.
Since AT)°1°2) = IV°102 = {e}, the number of single cosets in [0102] is equal 
to — 12/1 = 12. [0102] has 12 single cosets and the orbits of A'^^) on T
are {0},{1},{2}, and {3}. So we have the double cosets AZf^oHt^oao^-V, Ntot-totyt-N and 
Ntotttot2t3N to consider. But, from 0120 ~ 1021 above, 0120 = 012022 = 010202 and 
1021 = 101121 = 010212 give [01021] = [01020] and the relation 010 = 101 above gives 
[01020] = [01202]. .
Since _A'(0120) = Af0120 = {e}, the number of single cosets in [0120] is equal to
))))20-| — 12/1 = 12. [0120] has 12 smgle cosets an' toe orbits of a(0120) on T are
{0},{1},{2}, and {3}. So we have the double cosets NtotitttottN, Ntot-fatottzN, and 
Ntq^t.^2i^ot3N to consider. But, 0120.1 = (021)1021.1 = (021)102 = (O21)O13(w'23) gives 
[01201] = [013] and [01202] = [01020] using 101 = 010 above.
Since A'0121) = = {e}, the number of single cosets in [0121] is equal to
— 12/1 = 12. [0121] has 12 smgle cosets an' toe orb's of a(0121) on T are
{0},{1},{2}, an' {3}. So we have the double cosets Ntot-fatitoN, Ntoiafat-faN, and 
NtootttfatqN to consider. But, 01212 = 01121 = 021 = 01^3^(312) gives [01212] = [013].
Since _A'0123) = jy0123 = {e}, the number of single cosets in [0123] is equal to 
(m = 12/1 = 12. [0123] has 12 single cosets an' the orbits of A^23) on T are 
{0},{l},{2}, and {3}. So we have the double cosets NtotitptytoN, Ntotit2t3t]N, and
NtJtit2t3t2N to consider.
Since a(0132) = AT31^ = {e}, the number of single cosets in [0132] is equal to 
|jy((32)| = 12/1 = 12. [0132] has 12 single cosets an' the orbits of A^132) on T are 
{0},{1},{2}, and {3}. So we have the double cosets Nttf-t^toN, Ntotit3t2t-N, and
Ntot;t3t2t3N to consider. But, from 1021 ~ 0120 above, we get 1321 ~ 3123. Then 
01321 = 03123 = 01231(132) gives [01321] = [01231] and [01323] = [01232] using 101 = 010 
above.
Since A'01020) = ^01020 = {e}, the number of single cosets in [01020] is equal to 
[jV(°Uo2°)| = 12/1 = 12. [01020] has 12 single cosets and the orbits of a'01020) on T are {0,1}, 
an' {2,3}. So we have the double coset Nt-t-tot-tot-iN to consider.
Since A'01023) = A01023 = {e}5 the number of single cosets in [01023] is equal to
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= 12/! = 12. ^l023] has 12 single cosets and toe orbits o- T/(01023) on T are
{°}1{1}1{2}, and {3}. So we have the double cosets NtotitotitstoN, Ntd^-^^tott^t^:JtlN, and
Ntotitot2t3t2N to consider.
Since jy(01203) = T/01203 = {e}. the number of single cosets in [01203] is equal to 
|oy^((U203)| = 12/1 = 12. [01203] has 12 single cosets and the orbits of AZ^^3) on T are 
{°}1{1},{2}, and {3}. So we have the double cosets NtotitztotstoN, Ntot^totdiN, and
Nt3^:^^2td^:^^2N to consider.
From 01210 = (102)12021 = (1O2)2O1O2(102). 01210 ~ 20102 ~ 12021 and A^2™ = 
{e}. but Nt0tit2tit0(l,2,0) = = Ntit^totiti = NtdttitiOo => (1,2,0) €
0y-(oi2io), g0 J^°1-21°) >< (oy0121°, ( 1 , 2,0) >= 3, the number of single cosets in [01210] is 
equal to ^coniio) | = 12/3 = 4. [01210] has 4 single cosets and the orbits of 7/(01210) on T are 
{1,2,0} and {3}. So we have the double coset NtotitztitotsN to consider.
Since 7/(01213) = I/01213 = {e}. the number of single cosets in [01213] is equal 
1° |oy(ai2i3) i = 12/1 = 12. [01213] has 12 single cosets and the orbits of JV(01213) on T 
are {0},{l}i{2}i and {3}. So we have the double cosets NtotitztitstoN, NtotitvtitstiN, 
and NtotitititstzN to consider. But, [01020] = [01021] above gives [12131] = [12132], so 
[012132] = [012131].
Since 7/C01230) = TV01230 = {e}. the number of single cosets in [01230] is equal to 
l°v(on23o)'j = 12/1 = 12. [O1230] has 12 smgle cosets and toe orbhs of //(01230) on T are 
{°}1{1}1{2}1 and {3}. So we have the double cosets NtotitztstotyN, NtotititstotzN, and 
Ntot-jtitstotsN to consider. But, 012302 = (203)131203 = (203)0102131(130) gives [012302] =
[010231] and [012303] = [012030] by 010 ~ 101.
Since A/(01231) = t/01231 {e}. the number of single cosets in [01231] is equal to
|o/(M23i)| = 12/1 — 12. [01231] has 12 single cosets and the orbits of AZ^^) on T are 
{0},-[l}i{2}i and {3}. So we have the double cosets NtotititotitoN, Ntot-^tytitzN, and 
NtotitztshtsN to consider. But, 012312 = (132)0213 = (132)0132(123) gives [012312] =
[0132] and [012313] = [012131] by 010 ~ 101.
Since A'C01232) = AZ01232 = {e}, the number of single cosets in [01232] is equal to 
|jV(oi232)| — 12/1 = 12. [01232] has 12 single cosets and the orbits of AZ(01232) on T are 
{0},{;i}i{2}i and {3}. So we have the double cosets Ntd^ititstitoN, , and
Nto^-^'t2tdt2t3N to consider. But, 012.323 = 012.232 = 0132 gives [012323] = [0132].
Since J/'(01320) = az01320 = {e}, the number of single cosets in [01320] is equal Co 
^o/(o^32o)| = 12/1 = 12. [01320] has 12 smgje cosets and toe orbhs of y/(01320) on T are 
{0},{1}1{2}1 and {3}. So we have the double cosets N1o^i131^^1o^i-N, NtotitztitotsN, and 
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NtatitstztoyN to consider. But, from 1021 = 0120, 2032 = 0230 = 32oo<3’2’0). So 013202 = 
(103)103120 = (103)012031(10X23) gives [013202] = [012031] and 013203 = (230)212302 = 
(230)010230(23°) gives [013203] = [010230],
Since aA0x0203) = at010203 = {e}, the number of single cosets in [010203] is equal 
Oo |j((oi2:6i3)'| = 12/1 = 12. [010203] has 12 smgk cosets and the orbhs of A/(010203) on T are 
{0},{l},{2}, and-[3}. So we have the double cosets Nttt-ttot2ttt3ttN', Ntottot^i^t^t^ot^^JN, and 
Nttt■tttt2ttt3t2N to consider.
Since a((|10230) = ai010230 = {e}, the number of .single cosets in [010230] is equal 
to |jy(ow^23o)| = 12/1 = 12. [010230] has 12 single cosets and the orbits of a(01°230) on T are 
{0},{l},{2}, and {3}. So we have the double cosets Ntot-LtoytstotiN, NtotitotattiolttN, 
and NtotitfatstotsN to consider. But, 0102302 = (203)31203 = (2o3)o132o(203) gives 
[0102302] = [01320] and [0102303] = [0102030] by 101 = 010.
Since 0/(010231) = a)010231 = {e}, the number of single cosets in [0102.31] is equal 
t° |jv(oio23i)| = 12/1 = 12. [010231] has 12 single cosets and the orbits of a)010231) on T 
are {0},{1},{2}, and {3}. So we have the double cosets Ntttittt2t3tlttN, Ntohtotitst^N, 
and NtotitoytstitsN to consider. But, 0102310 = (230)1312013 = (23o)o1o23o1(x30) gives 
[0102310] = [0102301], 0102312 = (132)30213 = (132)()123(<103) gives [0102312] = [01230], 
and 0102313 = (12°)°1°2°31 gives [0102313] = [0102031],
From 101 = 010 above, 010232 ~ 101323 and rV010232 = {e}, but
Ntotttfats^t1, 0)(2, 3) = 7^i(^o;^oo02t^3t^21°)2’3) = Ntitotitstyts = JVtoti0o02i30'2 =>
(l,0)(2,3) G Ar(010232). So A^(010232) >< (Ar010232, (1,0)(2,3) >= 2, the number of single 
cosets in [OIL0232] is equal oo yjy(()32)i = I2/2 = 6. [010232] has 6 smgh cosets and ohe
orbits of A/I010232) on T are {1,0} and {2,3}. So we have the double coset Nttt-^ttt2t3ttttN 
to consider.
Since A(°12°3°) = Afm2030 = {e}, the number of single cosets in [012030] is equal 
to |jy-(oi20)3o)[ = 12/1 = 12. [012030] has 12 single cosets and the orbits of A?/°1203°) on T 
are {0},{1},{2}, and {3}. So we have the double cosets Ntttit2ttt3ttttN, NtotitztotsitfaN, 
and ■ NtotitztotstotsN Oo consider. But, 0120302 = (2°3)313°2°3 = (2O3)O1O232O^2°3) gives 
[0120302] = [OW232^ and 0120303 = °12003° = 01230 gives [0120303] = [01230].
Since A?/012031) = a/012031 = {e}, the number of single cosets in [012031] is equal 
0o |jy(oi2o3i)[ = 12/1 = 12- [012031] has 12 single cosets and the orbits of A7(012031) on T 
are {0},{l},{2}, and {3}. So we have the double cosets Nttt-^t2ttt3tlttN, Ntotitytotst^N, 
and Ntot^totstitsN to consider. But, 0120312 = (10)(23)3032123 = (1o)(23)o1o232o(103) 
gives [0120312] = [0102320] and 0120313 = (102)10231 = (102)01320(10X23) gives [0120313] =
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[01320].
From 012032 = (103)201231 = (103)120130(120), 012032 ~ 120130 ~ 201231 
and A012032 = {e} but. 7^V(^Ox1t20ot3^^22(l, 2,°) = Wtihtotzif2'0 — WitztotSto = 
Ntotjtittitstz => (1,2,0) G n(°12032). So a(012032) >< ^012032, (1, 2,0) >= 3, the num­
ber of smgh cosets in [012032] is equal to ^o03)^1 = 12/3 — 4. [012032] has 4 srngh 
cosets and the orbits of A(012032) on T are {0,1,2} and {3}. We have to consider the 
double coset NtotiiittitiitsN. But, 0120323 = (103)2021231 = (103)0102032(1°2> gives 
[0120323] = [0102032],
From 012103 = (102)120213 = (102)201023(1°2\ 012103 ~ 120213 ~ 201023 
and A/012103 = {e} but Wfatfaiofat1, 2,°) = Wfatrtittt12’0 = Wrfrtottt-tt3 = 
Ntotitititots => (1,2,0) G Aft012103). So AI012103) >< (^012103, (1,2,0) >= 3, the num­
ber of smgle cosets in [012103] Is equal to ^of63))[ = 12/3 = 4. [012103] has 4 srngk 
cosets and the orbits of ^012103) on T are {0,1,2} and {3}. So we have the double coset 
NtotttititotztoN to consider.
Since ^(012130) = (0122130 {g}, ^he number of single cosets in [012130] is equal 
to |jy(oi2i3o)| = 12/1 = 12- [012130] has 12 single cosets and the orbits of a^012130) on T 
are {0},{l},{2}, and {3}. So we have the double cosets , Ntot&tttstotaN,
and Nto*thtl33itot3N to consider. But, 0121301 = (103)3023103 = (1°3)°12°31°(103) gives 
[0121301] = [0120310], 0121302 = (10) (23)0310203 = (10)(23)0120301(132> gives [0121302] = 
[0120301] and [0121303] = [0121030] by 101 = 010.
Since ATt012131.) = j/012i3i {e}, the number of single cosets in [012131] is equal 
to 110(01213:^) | = 12/1 = 12.. [012131] has 12 single cosets and the orbits of A"(012131) on T 
are {0},{l},{2}, and {3}. So we have the double cosets NtotttrtttstttoN, Ntot^tttyt^N, 
and NtottiihtitttsN to consider. But, 0121312 — (132)01213 gives [0121312] = [01213] and 
0121.313 = 0121.131 = 01231 gives [0121313] = [01231].
Since A(L012301) = a/012301 = {e}, the number of single cosets in [012301] is equal 
to jjy(oi23oi)jo = 12/1 = 12. [012301] has 12 single cosets and the orbits of A(L012301) on T are 
{0},{1}, {2} and {3}. So we have the double cosets Ntot^trfot-ttoN, NtoOtttttStOitiN, and 
NtohtztstotitsN. But, 0123013 = (13) (20)0232010 = (13)(20)0121(30'<123) gives [0123013] = 
[0121030].
From 012310 = (10)(23)321023, 012310 ~ 321023 and AT012310 {e}, but
Ntotlt2t3tli0(l,2) (30) = A^^ot]Lt2i3tii^o1,2)(3’°) = Nt3t2tttot2t3 = Nt°ot'12t3ttoo => 
(1,2)(3,0) G 7v(Q12310). S0 jy(oi23io) ><- (^012310, (1,2)(3,0) >— 2, the number of single 
cosets m [01231°] ts equal to j°vo0L1o)| = 12/2 = 6. [°1231°] has 6 smgle cosets and toe 
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orbits of 7V(012310) on t are {1,2} and {0,3}. So we have the double coset NtotitztstitotiN 
to consider. But [0123101] = [0123010] by 101 = 010.
Since jv(012320) = yy0i2320 {e}; ;e number of single cosets in [012320] is equal 
1° | jv(Q:2^32Q) [' = 12/1 = 12. [012320] has 12 single cosets and the orbits of _/v(012320) on T are 
{0},{1}, {2} and {3}. So we have the double cosets Nt^otititztito^iN, -7VoQlt2t3t2tQt2.N, and 
NtoitittsttotsN to consider. But, 0123202 = (13) (20) 1312103 = (13)(2O)O1O2O31<130) gives 
[0123202] = [0123020] = [0102031] and 0123203 = (230)2123202 = (23O)O1O2O3O(230) gives 
[0123203] = [0102030].
From 012321 = (132)023132 = (132)031213(132), 012321 ~ 031213 ~ 023132 
and A’012321 = {e} but 7Vto^1t2i3t2(l(l, 3,2) = Nkt]t2ty2t''32 = N'^lgtSt^gt^Tt^3 = 
WlfeWl => (1,3,2) G jy(012321). So M012321) >< (Iy012321, (13,2) >= 3, the num­
tier of single cosets in [°12321] is equal to p(62321)[ = 12/3 = 4. [012321] has 4 single cosets 
and the orbits of 7/(012321) on T are {1,2,3} and {0}. So we have only the double coset 
Ntotx^gts'tg'tgtolV to consider.
Since jyl013201) = ^013201 = {e}, the number of single cosets in [013201] is equal 
[JUg — 12/1 = 12. [013201] has 12 single cosets and the orbits of yy(013201) on T are 
{0},{1}, {2} and {3}. So we have the double cosets NtgtitstgtotxtoN, NtotxtstgtotxtgN, 
and Ntot-Lttlgtot-itiN to consider. But, 0132010 — (203)2130212 = (2O3)O123O1O3230) 
gives [0132010] = [0123010] and 0132012 = (12) (30)0232010 = (12)(30)0121030(123) gives 
[0132012] = [0121030].
Since jyl0102030) = ^0002030 s ;; , ghe number of single cosets in [0102030] is equal 
to |jjv(oijj2O3o)| — 12/1 = 12. [0102030] has 12 single cosets and the orbits of ;y(0102030) on y are 
{0}, {1}, {2} and {3}. So we have the double cosets NtotiofatotstotxN, NtotitotatotstotaN, 
and NtotxtttatotstttaN to consider. But, 01020302 = (203)310203 = (2O3)O1232O(203) gives 
[01020302] = [012320] and 01020303 = 01020030 = 010230 gives [01020303] = [010230].
Since jyl0102031) = AT0102031 {e}; the number of single cosets in [0102031]
is equal to |1y(0102031)| = 12/1 = 12. [0102031] has 12 single cosets and the or-
brts of 7v(0102031) on T are {0} {2} and {3}. So we have toe douWe cosets
NtotxtotgtotstxtoN, Ntotxtot2tot3txt2N, and NtotitotytotatitsN to consider. But, 01020310 — 
(12)(30)13121013 = (12)(30)01020301(13°) gives [01020310] = [01020301], 01020312 = 
(10) (23)302123 = (1O)(23)O1232O(103) gives [01020312] = [012320], and 01020313 = 
(102)010231 and 101 = 010 give [01020313] = [01020131] = [010231],
From 0102032 = (103)2021231 = (103)1210130(12°), 0102032 ~ 2021231 ~ 1210130 
and TV0102032 s {e}, but; 7^ttQt1tot(tQt3^2(^l, 2,°) = Ntotitot2totstt£’2’°'> = ■7Vti2(l(Qtit3tQ = 
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Ntotitot2tot3t2 => (1,2,0) e jV(o«2O32)t So jy-cnoM^) >< (^02032 j12, oj >= 3 , the 
number of sm^e coseis m [O102032] equal to ■p°(01j2032)i[ = 12/’ = 4. [O102032] has 4 
single cossIs and the orbits of a(0102032) on t are l1,2,0} acd {3}. So we have the double 
coset NtotitotitotMMtsN to consider. But, 01020323 = )103).211231 = (113)112032)1O2) gives 
[01020323] = [012032].
Since ((0102301) = (70102301 = {e}, the number of single cossIs in [0102301] is equal 
to |]iv(0W23Oi)i = 12/1 = 12. [0102301] has 12 single coset-s and the orbits of a(0102301) on t are 
{0},{1}, {2} and {3}. So we have the double coseis A‘toSots^2^3trttiO--Y Ntotxtot2t3totit2N, 
acd NtoiMotiiptot^Nto consider. But, 01023013 = )123)303210 = (123)11(1231(113) gtvre 
[01023013] = [010231],
Since a(0102320) = jo1102321 cumber of sicgfe cosets in [0102320] is equal
to {(0i02320) { = 12/1 = 12. [O102320] has 12 smgje coseis toe orWts of a(0102320) oc t are 
{1},ll}, {2} and {3}. So we have the double coseis .AtorlioS2^3t2^o^l-Y Ntot±tot2t3t2tot2N, 
and Ntot-tM^titoi^N to consider. But, 01023202 = (13) (20)132103 = (13)(21)O12O31)13o) 
gives [01023202] = [012031] and 01023203 = (230)213202 = (230)012030(230) gives 
[01023203] = [012030].
Since lV■)0120301) = yy((t2().311 jje number of single coseis in [0120301] is equal
to |{jy(0f20301r| = 12/1 = 12. [0120301] has 12 single cosets and the orbits of ((0120^01) fm t are 
{1},ll}, {2} and {3}. So we have the double cosets Ntotit2tot3tot3toN, Ntotit2tot3totit2N, 
and Ntot3t2tot3totit3N to consider. But, 01203013' = (13) (20)023210 = (13)(21)1121310123) 
gives [01203013] = [012130].
Since A(012p310) = (-0120.310 = {e}, the number of single cosets in [0120310] is equal 
io |yy)rlMo3ir)■ { =t 12/1 = 12. [0120310] has 12 single cosets and the orbits of ((0120310) on t are 
{0},{1}, {2} and {3}. So we have the double cosets Ntotit2tot3t3totiN, TVto*i*2*o*3*i*o*2-Y, 
and Ntotit2tot3titot3N to consider. But, [01203101] = [01203010] by 101 = 010, 01203102 = 
(10)(23)20123201 = (10)(23)01203012)1O2! gives [01203102] = [01203012], and 01203103 = 
(130)132301 = (13O)112131)13o) gives [01203103] = [012130].
Sccs ((0121030) = a-0121030 = {e} toe number of sm^e cos^s m [O121030] equal 
to j^0121030y| = 12/1 — 12. [0121030] has 12 single cosets and the orbits of ((0121030) t are 
l1}){1}, {2} and {3}. So we have the double coseis Ntot-t2titot3tot3N, Ntotit2titot3tot2N 
and NothhtotttotsN to consider. But, 01210301 = (13) (20)032103 = (13)(20)013201)132) 
gives [01210301] = [013201], 01210302 = (10) (23)031203 = (10)(23)012301)132) gives 
[01210302] = [012301], and 01210303 = 01210030 = 012130 gives [01210303] = [012130],
From 0121310 = (10) (23)3212023, 0121310 - 3212023 and A/0121310 g {e}, but
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A7)1!121!111!1^1,2) (30) = = Nt3t2tit2tot2t3 — Ntot.-ttlto =>
(1,2)(3,0) G 7v(0121310)< So jV’(002030°) >< (a012131O, (1;2)(3,0) >= 2, the number of sin­
gle cosets in [O121310] °s equal to = 12/2 = 6. [O121310] has 6 srn^e cosets
an' the orbits of aI0121310) on T are {1,2} an' {3,0}. So we have the double coset 
Atof^tiidtoti A to consider. But, 01213101 = (103)30231303 = (1O3)O12^O3O1O(103) gives 
[01213101] = [01203010].
Since aI0123010) = Ad25™ = {e}, the number of single cosets in [0123010^] is equal 
to |)V(oi230io)[ = 12/l = 12. [O123010^] has 12 single cosets an' toe orb's of A10123010) on T are 
{0},{1}, {2} and {3}. So we have the double cosets Ntotptta-tot-tot-N, AtotdtdiitdA, 
an' Ntotittq-ootttotqN to consider. But, 01230101 = 01230010 = 012310 gives [0123°1°0] = 
[012310] an' 01230103 = (230)312031 = (23O)O132O1(203) gives [0123010^3^] = [013201].
Since AI0123012) = '0123012 = {e}, the number of single cosets in [0123012] 
is equal to i1)(0123012)i = 12/1 = 12. [0123012] has 12 single cosets and the or­
bits of A^(0123012) on T are {0},{1}, {2} and {3}. So we have the double cosets 
Ntoo-ttS-ootit^-toN, Ntotptztttotit-t-N, and Ntotit-tstott-fatsN to consider. But, 01230121 = 
(12)(30)30321302 = (12)(3O)O1O23O12(103) gives [01230121] = [01023012].
Since '10123201) = a0123201 = {e}, the number of single cosets in [0123201] 
is equal to [ (0(12^201) [ — 12/1 = 12. [0123201] has 12 single cosets and the or­
bits of a(0123201) on T are {0},{1}, {2} an' {3}. So we have the double cosets 
Aiooilois^iooLoA, , and A^°to^2^3^2£o^li3 A to consider. But, 01232010 =
(O2)(3O)3O023O03 = (O2)(30)0O230O20(2O3> gives [01232010] = [01230120], 01232012 = 
(123)31023130 = (123)O123O1O2(203) gives [01232012] = [01230102], and 01232013 = 
(O2)(3O)3O023O30 = (O2)(3O)O123OOO2(203) gives [01232013] = [01230102].
From 0123210 = (132)0231320 = (132)031.213(.<132\ 0123210 ~ 0231320 ~ 0312130 
an' A0123210 = {e} but; A't°^i^2t(^22l't°(l, 2,3) = A^(tl^tttt2ltt)1’2’t = At°^2t(O:l.^(^2o° = 
Ntf^^i-^tttthto => (1,2,3) G a(0123210). So a(°123210) >< (A01232m, (1,2,3) >= 3, the 
number of smgle cosets m [0123210] m equal to )0)210yh = 12/3 = 4. [O123210] has 4 sm^e 
cosets and the orbits of ''0123210) on T are {1,2, <3} and {0}. So we have the double coset 
'tot^^itd-V to consider. But, 01232101 = (12)(30)31023103 = (12)(3O)O123O12O(203) 
gives [01232101] = [01230120].
Since '10132013) = '0132013 = {e}, the number of single cosets in [0132013] 
os equal to |(01i2o13) [ — 12/1 = 12. [O132013] has 12 smgle cosets an' toe or­
bits of .'(0132013: on T are {0},{1}, {2} an' {3}. So we have the double cosets 
Atdtdfd^o-V, NJitd-d-dN and AidtdtdtdA to consider. But, 01320130 = 
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(13)(20)21302132 = (13)(2O)O123O12O(230) gives [01320130] = [01230120], 01320131 = 
(230)21230213 = (23^O)O1O23O12(230) gives [01320131] = [01023012], and 01320132 = 
(10) (23)01230123 gives [01320132] = [01230123].
Since #'(0102G301) = yy01020301 n {e}, the number of single cosets in [01020301] 
is equal to |jV010o033O11 — 12/1 = 12. [01020301] has 12 single cosets and the 
orbits of a(01020301) t are {0},{1}, {2} and {3}. So we have the double
cosets Ntotltot2tottto0^tolN, Ntotitott2tot3totit2N, and NtotitfatotstotitzN to consider. 
But,010203013 = (13) (20)3032310 = (13)(2O)O1O2O31(X03) gives [010203013] = [0102031].
From 01023010 = (230)13120131 = (230)30321303(°31), 01023010 ~ 13120131 ~ 
30321303 and AT01023010 {e^ but Nttt1t0ttg3t0t1t0gl, 3,0) = #'to*ito32*3*oii*o1’3’O) =
Ntitst^totitzti = Ntot-fttt2't3t^ot^'ttQ => (13,0) e #(q1023010). So #101023010) >< 
(^m^oio, (1 3 0) >= 3, the number of smgte cosets in [OW23010] is equal to =
12/3 = 4. [01023010] has 4 single cosets and the orbits of #(01023G10) on ( are {0,1,3} and 
{2}. So we have the double coset Ntttittt2tttotitot2N to consider.
Since #d01023012) = 1^01023012 {e}, the number of single cosets in [01023012]] 
is equal to 11V(o]ijSi012) [ = 12/1 = 12- [01023012] has 12 single cosets and the or­
bits of #d01023012) on T are {0},-{l}, {2} and {3}. So we have the double cosets 
Ntotittfatttot&toN, Ntotitotitstotit-itN, and NtotitfatttotitittN' to consider. But, 
010230121 = (203)3120312 = (2O3)O132O13<203) gives [010230121] = [0132013] and 
010230123 = (10)(23)1320012 = (10)(23)0123012<13°) gives [010230123] = [0123012],
Since #(01023201O = ^01023201 {e}, the number of single cosets in [01023201] 
is equal to = 12/1 = 12. [(HO23201] has 12 smgte cosets and the or­
bits of A(01023201) on T are {0},{1}, {2} and {3}. So we have the double cosets 
Ntotltot2tt't2totltoN, Nf.ot\tot23hOl.t■^2-N and NtotitotitfalfatsN to consider. But, 
010232012 = (203)010232013 and 010232012 = (10)(22)020120210 = (10)(23)010220120<122) 
give [010232012] = [010222012] = [010230120].
Since #■(01202010) = rv0i2030io the number of single cosets in [01203010]]
is equal to = 12/1 = 12. [O1203010] has 12 smgfe cosete and the orhte of
rvKHO^Oio) on T are {0},{1}, {2} and {3}. So we have the double cosets Ntttlt2tottto0t.to0tN, 
Ntttlt2tot3totltot2N, and Nto^lt2tot3to^ltot3N to consider. But, [012030101] = [0120310] by 
012030101 = 012030010 = 0120310 and 012030103 = (130)1323031 = (12O)O12121O(130) gives 
[012020102] = [0121310].
Since #d01203012) = #-01203012 = {e}, the number of single cosets in [01203012] 
is equal to ^(oi301!2) 1 = 12/1 = 12. [tO1203012] has 12 smgte cosets • and Hie or-
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bits of Art^^) on T are {0},{1}, {2} and {3}. So we have the double cosets 
Ntot^totstfaiytoN, NtotttttStt■ttttiN, and TVooi020o)3£o)ii22)3-N’ to consider. But, 
°120(°120 = (12)(30)1201321 = (12X3O)o12o31o(120) gives [012030120] = [0120310], 
012030121 = (13)(20)323103213 = (13)(2°)°1°23°12°^12)(30) gives [012030121] =
[01(0230120], and 012030123 = (13)(20)323103231 = (13)(2°)°1°23°1°2(12X(0) gives 
[012030123] = [01023°1°2]-
Since ^(01230102) = 2yoi23oio2 n {e}, the number of single cosets in [01230102] 
is equal to |1V(ol23°)1°2)| = 12/1 = 12. [01230102] has 12 single cosets and the or­
bits of A't01230102) on T are {0},{1}, {2} and {3}. So we have the double cosets 
TVooo^ioiio^oo-N, Nttttttttiht)tttlN, and Aroti^aoiioitir-N to consider. But, 
012301020 = (13)(20)2130321 = (13)(2o)oi232oi(230) gives [012301020] = [0123201], 
012301021 = (103)313032310 = (1o3)o1o2o3o12(203) gives [012301021] = [010203012], and 
012301023 = (103)2130321 = (1o3)o1232o1(230) gives [012301023] = [0123201].
Since _A’t01230120) = 7701230120 = {e}, the number of single cosets in [01230120] 
is equal to p^01101201 — 12/1 = 12. [0123012O] has 12 srngte cosets and the or­
bits of a7(0123012°) on T are {0},{1}, {2} and {3}. So we have the double cosets 
Ntot^tstotititottijN, Ntot^tstotityt^N, and Ntott^i^st^o^itto^t^aN to consider. But, 
012301201 = (13)(20)2130312 = (13)(2o)o12321o(230) gives [012301201] = [0123210], 
012301202 = (13)(20)2130321 = (13)(:^o)o1232^ol^<230) gives [012301202] = [0123201], and 
012301203 = (12) (30)3120312 = (12)^3^o)o132o13(203) gives [012301203] = [0132013].
Since Art01230123) = 7701230123 }e}; the number of single cosets in [01230123]
is equal to 1)(^j)^o123)i = 12/1 = 12. [01230123] has 12 srngb cosets and the or­
bits of Ar((°1230123) on T are {0},{1}, {2} and {3}. So we have the double cosets 
NtJg2teJot}ttty.t)lN, Nt^oti1^2t3to^it2^:^tiN, and Nttt1t2t3tttht2t3t21N to consider. But, 
012301231 = (KX^^^W^2 = (13)(2°)°1°232°1°(13X20) gives [012301231] = [O1023201O] 
and 012301232 = (1°)(23)°132°13 gives [O12301232] = [0132013].
From 01023010 ~ 13120131 ~ 30321303 above, 010203010 ~ 131210131 ~ 
303231303 and AT010203010 “ {e}, but Ntotit0t2tQt3^^t^t0(l,3,0) = NtoittoW^’ = 
= Ntt^ittt2ttt3totlt^t => (X3,0) G W010203010) ■ go aX010203010) >< 
(AX10203010, (J 3j 0) >= 3, the number of srngb cosets m [O10203010] is equal to i^0101^3011^ | = 
12/3 = 4. [010203010] has 4 single cosets and the orbits of Jy(01020301°) on t are {0,1,3} and 
{2}. So we have the double coset Arotlto^l^ol3^oHil^2•N' to consider.
From 010203012 = (10) (23)232021230, 010203012 ~ 232021230 and
77010203012 {e}; buo 77toti^ot2toO((t0ii2((l3)(2,0) = NtotitQt2totStoti't^,33t2,Ot =
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Nt2t3t2t3^:^f^ll2t31o = N13tll312to't3t3tll2 => (1,3) (2,0) G N(°1°2°a°10). So 7/(010203012) >< 
(AZ^203012, (1,3)(2, °) >= 2. the number of single cosets in [010203012] is equal to 
|0/(oiom3(^i2) [ = 12/2 = 6. [010203012] has 6 single cosets and the orbits of a/(010203012) on 
T are {1,3} and {0,2}. So we have the double coset to consider. But,
°1°2°3°121 = (102)21302123 = (102)0.12;0)102''230) gives [0102030121] = [01230102],
From °1023°1°2 = (230)131201312 = (230)303213032(0’1), 010230102 ~ 
131201312 ~ 303213032 and AZ01°23°102 S {e}. but Nlol1t31213t3t1lol2(l,3,0) = 
Nto111ot2t3tottot2’go't = N^1htd^t3tlt^Sltt = Nt3t11o1213tot■itot2 => (1,3.0) G Ad010230102/ 
So A/(°1°23°102) >< (az°1°23°’1®2, (13,0) >= 3. the number of single cosets in [010230102] is 
equal to • i1^1];3011^1 = 12/3 = 4. [010230102] has 4 smgje cosets and. toe orbits of A/(010230102) 
on T are {1,3,0} and {2}. So we have the double coset Ntottio2t30otitot2toN to con­
sider. But, 01023°1°20 = (13) (20)32130321 = (13)(0°)°12°3°10(10K3°) gives [°102301°20] = 
[01203012].
Since a/(010230120) = AZ010230120 = {e}. Che number of single cosets in ^^1023012^^], 
is equal to ^(^o^01:^)1 = 12/1 = 12. [01023012()] has 12 srngle cosets and toe 
orbits of a/(°1°23°12°) On T are {°},{1}, {2} and {3}. So we have the double 
cosets N131il312t31otit2t33lN, Ntot10ot203tot1t20;o22Z/, and Ntotlitt2t3t331t2tolsN. But. 
°1023°1201 = (102)020313°2 = (1°2)01023201(123) gives [0102301201] = [01023201]. 010 = 
1°1 and 0102301202 = (13)(2°)3213°321 = (13)(20)01203012(12)(3°) give [0102301202] = 
[0102301020] = [01203012] and 0102301203 = (13) (20)°2°31302 = (13)(20)°1°232°1(123) 
gives [0102301203] = [01023201].
From 010 = 101. 01023201° ~ 101323101 and AZ°1°232°1° s {e}. but
N1^O1l1O12td^‘^3^1^0l_to((l, °)(2,3) — NtOtit33O0332333l3Q1 ’°)(213) = Ntitt^Ot.3332(^33^l3O3l =
=> (l,0)(2,3) G 7/(01°23201°) , So ,V(0(.0232(11°) ><
;°^<(1O2:3;^°1°1 (1. o)(2,3) >= 2, the number of single cosets in [010230010] is equal Co 
l1V(oia:332o1o)| — W/2 = 6. [01°030°1^] has 6 single cosets and toe ortots of Ah01023'2010 on T 
are {1,0} and {2,3}. So we have the double coset Nt3tltot21312133il312N to consider. But, 
0102300102 = (13) (20)30103210 = (13)(20)01030103(10)(3o) gives [0102320102] = [01230123].
From 012030102 = (12)(3°) 120131210 = (12)(3°)2°1232°21(°21), 0120301°2 ~ 
120131210 ~ 0°1232001 and AZ°12°3°1°2 S {e}. but WiWoiWoMl, 2,°) = 
Nto0t1Coto0^3^^C^t:^tot2112’O) = Ntlt2t33til31'tttlt3 = NtOti121313133■l131■2 => (12,°) G AK01203010^. 
So At(01O030102) >< (Nt°10°3°102, (12,°) >= 3. the number of single cosets in ^^12°3°1^^] is 
equal to p012,301021’ = 12/3 = 4. [Oto030102] has 4 siinge cosets and toe ortots of Ad012030102 
on T are {°, 1,2} and {3}. So we have the double coset Ntotlttto3s3o0t3l323sN to consider.
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From 012301230 = (12)(30)213021302 = (12)(30)310231023(°32\ 012301230 ~ 
213021302 ~ 310231023 and TV012301230 s {e}, but N3ott1333ott11333oO2,3,0) = 
= Nt^2t!t^3'to't2'tt.t3t^ot^2 = NtottttStootlbttsto => (2,3,0) G N(012301230)_ 
So a^(°1230123°) >< (JV012301230, (2,3 0) >= 3, the number of single cosets in [012301230] is 
equal to |jy(o123)i23o)| = 12/3 = 4. [012301230] has 4 single cosets and the orbits of yy(012301230) 
on T are {0,2, 3} and {1}. So we have the double coset NtoOt^12t33oOt13133otlN to consider.
From 010203012 ~ 232021230 above, 0102030102 ~ 3231303231 ~
3130323130 ~ 2320212320 - 1013121013 ~ 0301020301 ~ 1210131210 -
0203010203 ~ 2123202123 ~ . 2021232021 - 3032313032 ~ 1312101312 and
IV0102030102 s {e}! but A7o)1*0*2*0°h01t0*2l.,‘30) = 7V*otii^°i2*^°i3t°il*^°i21’3’°-) = 
-Vi1*3*1*2*^1*^°31 *3*1*2 = A1*o*l*o*2*0*3*0*1*0*2 => (1,3,0) G ^(0102030.102). So yy(0102030102) >< 
lo^0102030102, (i! 3 o) >= 22, the number of sm^e cosets m [01020301°2] is equal to 
11^(0102030102) | = 12/12 — 1. [0102030102] has 1 single coset and the orbits of yy(0102030102) 
on T is {0,1,2,3}. Then it does not proceed anymore.
From 012030102 ~ 120131210 ~ 201232021 above, 0120301023 ~ 3103231302 ~ 
2012320213 ~ 0!330102031 ~ 2302232011 ~ 0312101322 ~ 32201312120 -
0310203012 ~ 3213032310 ~ 1201312103 ~ 2^1^32^0221^^30 ~ and
IV01220301023 Q4 {e}, but yVi0t1t2t0t3i0O1i0i2t3(2! 33) — 7^;^(^:^:^*2*0*3*0*l*0*2*32’0,3) = 
Nr*u-^*i*0*'3^*2Z3Zl*-3*0Z2 = 7V*0*1*2*0*3*0*1*0*2*3 => (2,0,3) G yy(0120301023)) sq °^/(1203'010223) >< 
(N0120301023, (2; 0,3) >= 12, the number of single cosets in [0120301023] is equal to 
I jy(oi2^o3oio23) | = 12/12 = 1. [0120301023] has 1 single coset and the orbits of yy(0120301023) 
on T is {0,1,2,3}. Then it does not proceed anymore.
From 012301230 ~ 213021302 ~ 310231023 above, 0123012301 ~ 2130213021 ~ 
0231023102 ~ 3021302130 ~ 1320320131 ~ 3002301233 ~ ~
2013201320 ~ 0312031203 ~ 1203120312 ~ 10321033^:^1) ~ 3102310231 and
TV1233012301 eg {e}, Lu0 y730t1t2t3t0t1i2i3i0t1(l,0,2) = -a*0*1*2*3*0*1*2*3*0*11’0’2 = 
T7*2*1*3*0*2*1*3*0*2*1 = A^^C^^^*:2*^*0*1*2*3*0*1 => (10,2) G 77 (0123012301). So yy(^0’123012301) >< 
l_y0123002301, q, o, 2) >— 12, the number of single cosets in [0123012301] is equal to 
|jV(oi23oi23oi)| = 12/12 = 1. [0123012301] has 1 single coset and the orbits of y7(0123002301) 
on T is {0,1,2, 3}. Then it does not proceed anymore.
Overall, we finish with 640 single cosets in 68 double cosets. The order of G is 
12 x 640 = 7680. These results are summarized in the following Cayley graph. The collapsed 
Cayley graph is a diagram of the Cayley graph in which each orbit of IV in its action on 
the vertices by right multiplication is represented by a single node, labeled with the number 
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of vertices that it contains. Lines between these nodes are labeled with integers to indicate 
how many edges from a vertex of one node lead to vertices of the other. The orbits of N on 
the right cosets of N in G are, of course, just the double cosets of the form NgN and the 
labels on the nodes indicate how many single cosets a given double coset contains. Generally, 
Cayley graphs contain multiple edges and loops. Every line between the nodes is not labeled 
if there is one edge from a vertex of one node that leads to the vertices of the other. Here is a 
list of edges, between vertices of two nodes, that have not been shown in the Cayley diagram. 
[0130] is joined to [0120] and [0131] is joined to [0121].
[01021] is joined to [01020],
[01201] is joined to [013] and [01202] is joined to [01020].
[01212] is joined to [013].
[01321] is joined to [01231] and [01323] is joined ■ to [01232].
[012132] is joined to [012131].
[012302] is joined to [010231] and [012303] is joined to [012030].
[012312] is joined to [0132] and [012313] is joined to [012131].
[012323] is joined to [0132.
[013202] is joined to [012031] and [013203] is joined to [010230], 
[0102302] is joined to [01320] and [0102303] is joined to [0102030].
[0102310] is joined to [0102301], [0102312] is joined to [01230], and [0102313] is joined to 
[0102031],
[0120302 is joined to [0102320] and [0120303] is joined to [01230].
[0120312] is joined to [0102320] and [0120313] is joined to [01320], 
[0120323] is joined to [0102032].
[0121301] is joined to [0120310], [0121302] is joined to [0120301], [0121303] is joined to 
[0121030].
[0121312] is joined to [01213] and [0121313] is joined to [01231].
[0123013] is joined to [0121030].
[0123101] is joined to [0123010].
[0123202] is joined to [0102031] and [0123203] is joined to [0102030].
[0132010] is joined to [0123010] and [0132012] is joined to [0121030]. 
[01020302] is joined to [012320] and [01020303] is joined to [010230].
[01020310] is joined to [01020301], [01020312] is joined to [012320], and [01020313] is joined 
to [010231],
[01020323] is joined to [012032].
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[01023013] is joined to [010231].
[01023202] is joined to [012031] and [01023203] is joined to [012030],
[01203013] is joined to [012130].
[01203101] is joined to [01203010], [01203102] is joined to [01203012], and [01203103] is joined 
to [012130].
[01210301] is joined to [013201], [01210302] is joined to [012301], and [01210303] is joined to 
[012130].
[01213101] is joined to [01203010].
[01230101] is joined to [012310] and [01230103] is joined to [013201],
[01230121] is joined to [01023012].
[01232010] is joined to [01230120], [01232012] is jricsd to [01230102], and [01232013] is joined 
to [01230102].
[01232101] is joined to [01230120].
[01320130] is joined to [01230120], [01320131] is joined to [01023012], and [01320132] is joined 
to [01230123].
[010203013] is joined to [0102031],
[010230121] is joined to [0132013] and [010230123] is joined to [0123012].
[010232012] is joined to [010230120] and [010232013] is joined to [010230120].
[012030101] is joined to [0120310] and [012030103] is joined to [0121310].
[012030120] is joined to [0120310], [012030121] is joined to [010230120], and [012030123] is 
joined to [010230102].
[012301020] is joined to [0123201], [012301021] is joined io [010203012], and [012301023] is 
joined to [0123201], •
[012301201] is joined to [0123210], [012301202] is joined to [0123201], and [012301203] is 
joined to [0132013].
[012301231] is joined to [010232010] and [012301232] is joined to [0132013].
[0102030121] is joined to [01230102],
[0100301000] is joined to [01203012],
[0102301201] is joined to [01023201], [0102301202] is joined to [01203012], and [0102301203] 
is joined to [01023201].


























































Consider G = 2*5 : As/^O, 12 3,4)to]O, where G is the homomorphic image of the 
(infinite) split extension 2*5 : #5 factored by the relator [((01,2,3-4)^to]0 and the action of 
N = A5 on the symmetric generators is given by x ~ (0,1,2-3-4) , y ~ (1,4,2) , and 
t ~ t0- A symmetric presentation of 2*5 : A5 is given by 2*5 : #5 =< x,y,t\x5,y3, (x * 
y}2, t2, (y, t), (y, (23)) >. We factor by the relationship of (x * t)' and it turns that the index 
of N = #5 in G = 2*5 : A5 is 2926 single cosets.
Let or = (0,1,2-2-4).
Then [tt£o]' = e
=> o’ltoO’toO’to'otoortoorioortQ = e
=> 0"tQ0-lt(10'r:oo~i(o)0rtoo^(o‘r^-))to0'to = e
=> 'Tto)T'to'T'to'Tto'TtgT'T'tgtQ = e
=> o^:to'0toortorrt^orr(rI^rro■_)o■_1)(^(^rrr^Qto = e
2
=> T^’^QTrt^t^TT't^t^Trt^i^'TT^Trt^g tgtt = e
=> o■ioort^(^•^ior(rrrToro‘_1o■_1o■_1)(^1^rr^rro'tQ2tQto = e
3 2=> ortoortooittorrToror tg tg tgt = e
=> oroortlro^r'r'orororrr~1o^~1or~)o^~1)torrToror t^-tg2'tgt^Q = e
=> or^ortg-Torororor tg4 tg3 tg2 tg^ = e
=> olrtl)orr^o'r^'r^'r^or^o^~)or^~lor■~lor~l'o^~l')1^(^'r^'r^ororor tg4tg3tg2tgt° = e
=> orto-roToror-OTor tg5tg4tg3tg2tgt° = e , '
=> or^worororor^--1^-1'-^'-^'-’^'^^-^'’'’'-' tg5 tg4 tg3 tg2 tg^ = e
=> Tgggg5 tg4tg3tg2 tgtt = C.
Then (02413)tltgt4t2t(tltg = e.
We now perform the double coset enumeration of the image G over N. First of all 
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NeN = N and we denote this double coset by [*]. Then [*] consists of the single coset N­
N is 0,-^^/;^ on t = l1,1,0,’,4}, so we obtain the double coset NtoN — 
[0] = {NtoNti, Ntz-Nta, Ntt}. Thus, [0] has 5 single cosets. Also, N® = N° = A4 = 
{e, (1, 2)(3,4), (13)(2,4), (14)(2,3), (1,2,3), (13,2), (12,4), (13,2), (1, 3,4), (1,4,3),
(2,3,3),  (2,3,3)}, so the number of single cosets in [0] is equal to l) = 60/12 = 5 as seen 
above. The orbits of N® on t aae {0} and {1, 2,3,4}. So we have the double coset NtJN 
to consider at this stage.
Since ((01) = (01 = A3 = {e, )0,4)3)}, the number of single cosets in [01]
is equal to = 60/3 = 20. [01] has 20 single cosets and the orbits of ((01) on t are
l1},{l} and l0,3)4}. So we have the double cosets NtotitoN and NtttjttN to consider at 
this stage.
Since ((010) = (010 = ((01) = (01 = A3 = {e, (2,3,4), (2,4,3)}, the number of 
smgfe cosets m [010] equal to = 60/3 = 20. [010] has 20 smgh cosets and toe
orbits of ((010) on t are {0},{1} and {2,3,3}. So we have the double cosets NtohtotiN and 
NtotitotzN to consider at this stage.
Since ((012) = (012 = A2 = {e}, the number of single cosets in [012] is equal 
to = 60/1 — 60. [012] has 60 single cosets and the orbits of ((012) on t aae
11},11},1O},13}, and {4}. So we have the double coseis NtotititoN, Ntoti^2f-N, Nto^\i^2t3N, 
and Ntot^t^N to consider. But, now 0123 = (10413)114 = (02413)012)10)(24) f-om the above 
gives [0123] = [012].
Since ((0101) = (0101 = (^(m) = (010 = ((01) = (01 S A3 S
{e, )0,4)3)}) the number of single cosets in [0101] is equal to = 60/3 = 20.
[0101] has 20 single cosets and the orbits of ()0101)rc t are l1},{l}) and l0,3)4}. So we 
have the double cosets NtQtltottttN and (to*i*o*i*2( to consider.
Smce ((0102) = (0102 — ((012) = (012 = A2 = {e}, the number of sin­
gle cosets m [0102] (is equal to jj[2j = 60/1 = 60. [0102] has 60 sm^e cosets and.
the oabits of ((0102) on t are 11},11},1O},13}, and {4}, so we have the double cosets 
Ntttlttt2ttN,■ NtoittotztiN, NttXttot2t3N, and Ntottttt2LN to consider. But, 0.1024 = 
1.110’)Oi))34) = 1.[(1241’)104])oi))34) = 0.(12304)013 = (12304)4013 = (12304)0124)10432) 
gives [01024] = [0124].
Since ((0120) = a0120 = ((012) = (012 ■ = (2 = {e}, the number of single cosets in 
[0120] is equal to = 60/1 = 60. [0120] has 60 single cosets and the orbits of ((0120)
on t aae l1},l1},l0},{’}, and {4}, so we have the double coseis Airtlio0s*iA, A*o*i*2*o*2-Y, 
Ntotit2tot3N, and Airtlio^r*4■V to consider. From 01210 — (11043)43034, conjugation with 
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(012) yields now 12021 = (04312)43134. Then 0.1202 = 0.12021.1 = 0.(04312)43134.1 = 
(04312)4.43134.1 = (04312)31341 = (04312)01021 (24)(30) gives [01202] = [01021], Also, 
0.1203 = 0.(04231)214 = (04231)4214 = (O4231)O12O(12)(40) gives [01203] = [0120].
Since AI0121) = '0121 = '(012) = '012 = A% = {e}, the number of single cosets in 
[0121] is equal to = 60/1 = 60. [0121] has 60 single cosets and the orbits of '10121) on
T are {0},{l}-{2}-{3}, an' {4}. So we have the double cosets Nto^tt-Ltt^oN, Nt-fa—N 
Ntot3t2-3.t3N, an' Nito^t-tiN to consider.
Since 'Id24) = '0124 = {e}, the number of single cosets in [0124:] 
is equal to = 60/1 = 60. [0124] has 60 single cosets and the or­
bits of 'I0124J on T are {0},{l}-{2}-{3}- and {4}. So we have the double cosets 
A^o^tt2JttA,Atotltt4tl-A,-N-tl^tJtt.A, and N-ott-tt-tN to consider. However, 0.1240 = 
0.0123(01243) = 0.[(02413)1O4](O1243) = 0.(14320)213 = (14320)1213 = (14320)0102(12340) 
gives [01240] = [0102]. Also, 01210 = (14023)12421 => 1210 = 0(14023)1242.1 = 
0(04023)0242.(04023)-1(04023(.1 = 03010(14023)1 => 01210 = 3010(14023)1 =
(14023)12421 => 01242 = 1210(14023)1 = (14023)43421 = (O4O23)01023(13)4O): Thus 
[01242] = [01023].
Now 23232.10101.23232 = 23232.101.0123.232 = 23232.101.(02413)104.232 = 
(02413)40404.323.104.232 = (02413)40.40432.3104.232 = (02413)40.(03142)2401.3104.232 = 
23.2401.3104.232 = 2324.01310.4232 = 2324.(02413)40104.4232 = (02413)1013.4010.232 = 
(02413)101.3401.0232 = (02143)101.(02413)432.0232 = (04) (23)323.432.0232 =
(04)(23)3.23432.0232 = (04)(23)3.(04213)02320.0232 = (02)(13)0.02320.0232 = (02)(13). It 
follows that <23)10)23 is centralized by C']v((02)(13)) =< (02)(13), (10)(23), (03)(12), e >. 
Then, from t23iio<23 = (02) (13), conjugating with (02) (13) gives toi^oi = (02) (13), 
conjugating with (10) (23) gives totoito = (13) (02), and conjugating with (03) (12) gives 
110)23)10 = (31)(20). Hence tzdo^B = ioiiWoi = = Wcdo- Now con­
jugating 423)10)23 with t23 shows that tio = <23 (02) (13)423 = (O2)(13)4oi<23 an' thus 
4o°t234°l = (02)(13) = iids^o. Cancelling shows 4oi = 4oo- So 01010 ~ 10101 an' 
s q3 {^(2J(,4), (),t,3)}, but WO404o40(0,1)(3,4) = .OOii0^lt^O’O)(3’4) =
.N'414°4o4°4o = NtotpWito => (0,1) (3,4) G 'I01010). Similarly, (0,1)()-4) G 'I01010) an' 
(0,1)(2,3) G '■i°oo1o). So 'fi°1010) >< ('40101°, (0!1)(3;4), (0,0)(),t)- (0,1)(2,3) >= 6, the 
number of single cosets in [01010] is equal to ^(^ioio) [ = 60/6 = 10. [°0°0°] has 10 single 
cosets and the orbits of '(01010) on T are {0,1} and {2,3,4}. So we have the double coset 
'totltotltot2' to consider.
Since '(01012) = '01012 = 'I012) = '012 < ~ {e}, the number of sin-
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gle cosets in [01012] is equal to |JV^(()1Qi.(yj = 60/1 = 60. [01012] has 60 single cosets 
and the orbits of a(’1012) on T are {0},{l},{2},{3}, and {4}. So we have the double 
cosets Nttltottt2itN, Ntotioot^gtxN, NtotitotJytsN and NtotxtoittgtiN to consider. But, 
01.0123 = 01.(13024)104 = (13024)23104 = (13024)01243(13402) gives [010123] = [01243].
Since 01020 = (13042)10141 gives 01020 ~ 10141 and TV’1020 s {e}, but 
Nt^otit^ot2to((^, 1)(2,4) = -Ntoiito^tc0’122’^ = NtitotitTtx = N'totitotato => (01)(2;4) € 
3/0^1020) _ g0 jy(01020) >< (3011020, (q, 1) (2,4) >= 2, the number of single cosets in [01020] is 
equal to i120032020)[ = 60/2 = 30 [01020] has 30 smgle cosets and toe otofts of A(01020) on T 
are {0,1},{2,4}, and {3}. So we have the double cosets Ntotitot2tot2N and Ntot-itotatotsN 
to consider.
Since A?(01021) = a/01021 = a(012) = a/012 = A2 = {e}, the number of sin­
gle cosets m [01021] (s equal to j221021)1- = 60/1 = 60. [01021] has 60 single cosets 
and the orbits of Af(01021) on T are {0},{l},{2},{3}, and {4}. So we have the double­
cosets Ntotitto^xtoN, N^f^ittotgtJ^gN, Nt^otxt^ot2^^t3N, and Ntotitttttit4N to consider. But, 
01021.4 = (34102)31434.4 = (34102)3143 = (341O2)O12O<24)(30) giVeS [010214] = [0120].
Since A(01023) = Al01023 = {e}, the number of single cosets in [01023] is equal to 
|jv^i^oao23)| = 60/1 = 60. [01023] has 60 single cosets and the orbits of a(01023) on T are 
{0},{1},{2},{3}, and {4}. So we have the double cosets NtotytytatstoN, NtotitQtttsttN, 
Nt^otit^ot2^t^tt^2g, and Ntot-ttot^tiN to consider. But, 010231 = (10342)30204 = 
(1O342)O1214(103) gives[010231] = [01214] and 010232 = (12403)4320 = (12403)0124(13)(4°) 
gives [010232] = [0124].
Since AK01201) = Al’12’1 = n2-°12'1 = Al’12 = {e}, the number of single cosets 
in [01201] is equal to j^^oDj' — 60/1 = 60. [01201] has 60 single cosets and the 
orbits of A(01201) on T are {0},{l},{2},{3}, and {4}. So we have the double cosets 
Nttttt2'0tttt)N^ Ntotifoto't^N', Ntotit2totTt3N, and Ntotitytot-itiNto consider. But, 
012013 = (14032)34024 = (14032)01241 <14203) gives [012013] = [01241] and 012014 = 
(14302)010342 = (14302)010234(234) gives [012014] = [010234],
Since a(01204) = A1’1204 = {e} toe number of smgle cosets m [01204] 
is equal to |3y120o41 — 60/1 = 60. [01204] has 60 single cosets and the or­
bits of a(01204) on T are {0},{1},{2},{3}, and {4}. So we have the double cosets 
Atooti2ooUioo-V, Ntttt2tttglN, and Ntot-^tottfaN to consider. But,
012040 = (10324)343402 = (1O324)O1O124<14203) gives [012040] = [010124] and 012041 = 
(12430)12023 = (1243O)O1213(120) gives [012041] = [01213],
From 01210 = (01243)43034 = (02314)12421 = (04132)30103 = (03421)24342,
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01210 ~ 43034 ~ 12421 ~ 24342 ~ 30103 and NQ1210=n01t=N°12tt but
Nttt1t2t1tt('l, 3,2,0,4) = Nhtntebit ’̂3’2,0’4) = N-fadstohhi — Nitt1t2t1it => (1,3,2,0,4) o 
7V(oi2io)■ go Ad01210) >< (TV01210, (1,3, 2,0,4)) >= 5, ohe number of smgb cosets m [01210] 
is equal to ()J)2io)| = 60/5 = 12. [01.210] has 12 snigb cosets and toe ortot of 7v(01210) on T 
is {0,1,2,3,4} so it does not proceed any more.
Since Af^1212) = Iy01212 = Af(012) = T/012 = {e}, the number of single cosets in
[01212] is equal to ^g221^1 — 60/1 = 60. [01212] has 60 smgb cosets and toe orbits of
iy(oi2i2) on t are {0},{l},{2},{3}, and {4}. So we have the double cosets AYotUO^oo-N,
AVotlilUii A7, Ntotit^tit^tslN, and NtoatfatittN Oo consider.
Since a(01213) = iy01213 = {e}, the number of single cosets in [01213] is equal to 
| — 60/1 = 60. [01213] has 60 single cosets and the orbits of Af(01213) on T are
{0},{l},{2},{3}, and {4}. So we have the double cosets Ntgtjtzttt^^oN, Ntotytyt-itStiN,
NtotitvtitstvN, and NtOittt^_i^3i1N to consider. But, 01213.0 = (°2341)2°124-°-° = 
(10234)20124 = (10234)012°M<1°2) gives [012130] = [01204], Also, 012132 = (13402)242545 = 
(134°2)°1°212(14)(2o) gives [012132] = [010212] and 012134 = (12)(45)01213 gives [012134] = 
[01213].
Since A(01214) = A7°1214 = {e}, the number of single cosets in [01214] is equal to
jjy(ooi2i4)] = 60/1 = 60. [01214] has 60 single cosets and the orbits of A<01214) on T are
{0},{1},{2},{3}, and {4}. So we have the double cosets Niotttitlt1itN, NtotitytititiN,
Nttttt2t1itt2N', and AT)t^ot‘2tit4't;^A to consider. But, 012141 = (13420)121232 = 
(1342o)o1oi21(12340) gives [012141] = [010121], 012142 = (14032)3023°( = 012010(1O3> gives 
[012142] = [012010], and 012143 = (13240)13120 = (1324o)o1o23(130) gives [012143] = 
[01023].
Since Af(01241) = Ar°1241 = {e}, the number of single cosets in [01241] is equal to 
^(01241)1 = 60/1 = 60. [01241] has 60 single cosets and the orbits of on T are
{0},{1},{2},{3}, and {4}. So we have the double cosets Nittittt4tittN, ArooititotitiA',
Niot1i2tttlt3N, and Ntot^titityN Oo consider. But, 012410 = (13402)23423 = 
(134°2)°12°1(13024) gives [012410] = [01201], 012412 = (340)042430 = (340)012140(143) 
gives [012412] = [012140], and 012414 = (13024)202032 = (13o24)o1o12o(x0234) gives 
[012414] = [010120].
Since A(01243) = ry01243 {e}, the number of single cosets in [01243] is equal to 
^(^j43)1 — 60/1 = 60. [01243] has 60 single cosets and toe ortots of A101243) on T are 
{0},{l},{2},{3}, and {4}. So we have the double cosets NtOi1ttit;^i^tN, Afio^t^ti-Y,
Nttt1i^2i^tt3i2^N, and AfOotii^t^Af to consider. From 01243104 = (04123)424, 012431 = 
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(04123)4242440 = (04123)42420 = (O4123OnO12(120'13) so [012431] = [01012]. Also, 012434 = 
(14023)230342 = (MO^^KnOt'D)^) gives [012434] = [012140].
From 01010 ~ 10101, 010102 ~ 101012 and TV010102 = #(012) = #012 = {e} 
but AtoWo^oo^OAXS,4) = Ntotitotit°ttg’ig3'4g = Ntitfatotih = Nt0t1t0titot2N => 
(0,1)(3,4) G #-t010102). So #{010102) >< (#7-010102, (0;1)(3,4) >= 2, the number of single 
cosets in [010102] is equal to |j(r(l3O())| = 60/2 = 30. [010102] has 30 single cosets and the or­
bits of #t010102) on t are {0,1},{2}, and {3,4}. So we have the double cosets #Tt0t1t0t1t0t2tiA 
and Ntotttottttt2t3N to consider. From t01t12t24 = (04132), 0101021212 = (04132)24242 
which is equivalent to 0101021 = (04132)24242212 = (04132)242412 = (O4132)^O1O12O(14302) 
so [0101021] = [010120]. Also, 0101023 = (12024)222104 =• (12024)010224(12’(2°) gives 
[0101023] = [010234],
Since #(010120) = 77010120 _ 77(g12') = #012 {g} the number • of smgte
cosets m [OWl20] is equal to NvowLo)] = 60/1 = 60. [010120] has 60 smgb cosets 
and the orbits of #d010120) on T are {0},{l},{2},{3}, and {4}. So we have the dou­
ble cosets NtttttthtgttttN, Ntot7tottt2ttt2N, Ntotitgt^totsN, and .#^otltoilli:2^o04# to 
consider. But, 0101201 = (10)(24)024214 = (1°)(24)°12422(13)(24) gives [0101201] = 
[012432], From tll(02((2 = (04213), 0101002020 = (04213)32323 which is equivalent to 
0101202 = (04231)323235 = (O4221)01O1.O2(12034) so [0101202] = [010102], Also, 0101203 = 
(12430)14034 = (1242O)O1241(14220) gives [0101203] = [01241].
Since #d010121) = #100i21 _ #(012) = #012 {e}, the number of smgh
cosets in [010121] is equal to |JV010121)[ = 60/1 = 60. [010121] has 60 single cosets 
and the orbits of #t010121) on T are {0},{l},{2},{2}, and {4}. So we have the dou­
ble cosets #totlto(51tr!^tioA, Ntttltot^t2t■^t2N, NtttitotitgtttsN, and NtotttotttgtttgN to 
consider. But, 0101210 = (13204)40103 = (132O4)O1214<10432) gives [0101210] = [01214], 
0101212 = (13204)324241 = (122°4)0^2)2:.<)24°2) gives [0101212] = [012123], and 0101213 = 
(14)(2°)°24°24 = (H)(30)012012(13)(24) gives. [0101213] = [012012],
Since #(010124) = #010124 s {e}, the number of single cosets in [010124] 
is equal to i2(224)1 = 60/1 = 60. [010124] has 60 srngte cosets and toe
orbits of #<010124) on T are {0},{l},{2},{2}, and {4}. So we have the dou­
ble cosets Ntgtitotii^iytoN, NtttitotitgUtiN, NtotitotitttitgN, and Ntotitgtitgt^tsN 
to consider. But, 0101240 = (134)414043 = (134)010203<204> gives [0101240] = 
[010203], 0101241 = (12)(24)242242 = (12)(24)012012(14H35) gives [0101241] = [012012], 
0101242 = (14023)23421 = (14023)01204<13°24) gives [0101242] = [01204], and 0101243 = 
(12304)242401 = (122O4)O1O124(14X20) gives [0101243] = [010124],
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Since az(010202) = TV010202 = a(012) = a^2 = {e}, the number of single 
cosets in [010202] is equal to |JV-(dio2O2)'j' = 60/1 = 60. [010202] has 60 single cosets 
and the orbits of A7O010202) on T are {0},{l},{2},{3}, and {4}. So we have the double 
cosets 77O0O1fo*2*o0t2o0V, AZto*i*o*2*o*2*i77, 77io*i*o*2*o*2*3A, and A7*o*i*o*2*o*2*4-V to con­
sider. But, 0102020 = (20)(34)040143 = l20)(34)010213<142) gives [0102020] = [010213], 
0102021 = (14) (23) 1212320 = 114)(23)°1O1214(02340) gives [0102021] = [0101214], and 
0102023 = (23) (40)202302 = ^^GOOfO2!^^4) gives [0102023] = [010210].
From 01020 ~ 10141, 010203 ~ 101413 and A-010203 {e}, but
N0o010ot■^2^0^i^o^)<O, 1) (2,4) = .77*o*ito0220O*3O’1)(2’4r) = A7O1*0O1O4*1O3 = -77*0*1*0*2*0*3 =>
(0,1)(2,4) G tv(010203) . So a01020°3) >< (AZ010203, (0,1)(2,4) >= 2, the number of single 
cosets m [010203] is equal to ^J03^ = 60/2 = 3° [010203] has 30 smgle cosets and toe or­
bits of a(010203) on T are {0,1},{2,4}, and {3}. So we have the double cosets W*oOi*oO2*oO3*o-77 
and 1VOoOiOoO2*oO3O2A7 to consider. But, 0102032 = (103)212140 = (103)010124l2240) gives 
[0102032] = [010124].
Since A7(010210) = A7010210 = AZ^2) = jy-012 = {e}, the number of sin­
gle cosets in [010210] is equal to = 60/1 = 60. [010210] has 60 single
cosets and the orbits of A7(010210) on T are {0},{l},{2},{3}, and {4}. So we have the 
double cosets 7\7to*i*o*2*itoOi-V, A7toOi*oO2*ito*2-77, NOotMatitotsN, and NO0O1O0O2'O11o0to:N 
to consider. But, 0102101 = (12043)031432 = l12043)012403(132) gives [0102101] = 
[012413], 0102102 = (13) (20) 141010 = 103)220)01°2°2(14320) gives [0102102] = [010202], 
0102103 = (10)(34)014320 = l10)l34)(01.24.'0(“2'13) gives [0102103] = [012430], and 0102104 = 
(14203)343123 = l14203)010230(04°32) gives [0102104] = [010230],
Since Af((°10212) = A7010212 = JV^(012) = A.-012 {e}, the number of single
cosets m [O10212] is equal to jolo02112o = 60/1 — 60. [O10212] has 60 single cosete 
and the orbits of Ar(010212) on T are {0},{l},{2},{3}, and {4}. So we have the dou­
ble cosets 77OoOi*o*2*i*2*o77, 77OoOiOo*2*iO2Oi-77, A7ioii*o*2*i*2i37V, and AZtoOiOotatit^A to 
consider. But, 0102120 = (13402)24543 = l13402)01213(14)(2°) gives [0102120] = [01213], 
0102121 = (13204)324242 = l032°4)°120  21(12403) gives [0102121.] = [012121], and 0102123 = 
l134)132401 = (134)012430(13° gives [0102123] = [012430].
Since AZ^^D) = 0/010213 = {e}, the number of single cosets in [010213] 
is equal to = 60/1 = 60. [010213] has 60 srnge cosets and toe or­
bits of AZl010213) on T are {0},{l},{2},{3}, and {4}. So we have the double cosets 
Ato*i*0*2*1*3*0-77, Ato*i*0*2*1*3*1-77, A7O0O1O0O2O1O3O2.77, and NOo*iOo*2OiO3tiN to consider. 
But, 0102130 = (13) (40)020404 = (toX^O^O2^) gives [0102130] = [010202], 0102131 = 
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(14230)0402023 = (1t230)O10202t(143> gives [0102131] = [0102024], an' 0102134 = 
(124)323120 = (124)010213(12H3O) gives [0102134] = [010213].
Since '(010230) = '010230 = {e}, the number of single cosets in [010230] 
is equal to )(oOoLo)’| = 60/1 = 60. [010230] has 60 smgje cosets an' the or­
bits of jy(010230) on T are {0},{l},{2},{3}, an' {4}. So we have the double cosets 
Ntotqttt2tt^-ttt■lN., N-^t'tl-^t-^t-3tOtt]N, Nttttttttt3tt0t3N, and Ntttqtt-2't3'ttt4N to consider. 
But, 0102301 = (12043)424324 = (O2O43)OO02lOI123Ot) gives [0102301] = [010210], 
0102302 = (10423)123201 = (00423)0020to(o23to) gives [0102302] = [012140], and 0102303 = 
(13024)0203234 = (O3024)O1O212t(123) gives [0102303] = [01°202t].
Since '(010234) = '010234 {e}, the number of single cosets in [010234^] is equal 
to ■[ji(oio234)i ~ 60/1 = 60. [010234] has 60 single cosets and the orbits of '(010234) on T are 
{0},{l},{)},{3}, and {4}. So we have the double cosets Nttttt-)t2tyt4ttN, NtotitototztitiN, 
Ntoo-totfattqitN, and Ntoti-o'-2t3'-4-3N to consider. But, 0102340 = (13024)232321 = 
(13024)01OO02(13to2) gives [0102340] = [010102], 0102341 = (14) (30)010234 gives [0102341] = 
[010234], 0102342 = (10342)0303134 = (103t2)010(121.t<132) gives [0102342] = [0101214], and 
0102343 = (14023)01401 = (14023)01201(243> gives [0102343] = [01201].
Since 'I012010) = '012010 = '(012) = '012 = {e}, the number of single cosets in 
[012010] is equal to [ ((0^(2^010) [ — 60/1 = 60. [012010] has 60 single cosets and the orbits of 
'(odooo) on T are {0},{l},{2},{3}, an' {4}. So we have the double cosets Ntot-tttotq-tt■iN, 
Ntoo-tioot-ttotaN, Nto^itto^t^it^o-tN, and Ntot-tttttl-tttN to consider. But, 0120101 = 
(10) (34)412430 = (10) (34) 012043(304> gives [0120101] = [012043], 0120102 = (14320)13234 = 
(0t320)0120t(o3°) gives [0120102] = [01214], 0120103 = (203)421210 = ^OS^m2^2)^) 
gives [0120103] = [012124], and 0120104 = (10)(24)4041413 = (1O)(24)O0O2O2t(10432) gives 
[0120104:] = [0102024]. .
Since 'i002002) = '012012 = '(012) = '012 = {g}, the number of single 
cosets in [012012] is equal to = 60/1 = 60. [°02°02] has 60 single cosets
an' the orbits of '(012012) on t are {0},{l},{2},{3}, an' {4}. So we have the dou­
ble cosets .'ittlt2<ttltttt-N', Ntoottt-otttt-iN, Ntooitt-otitt-qN, and Ntot-t-otlttt4N to 
consider. But, 0120120 = (10) (24)4040342 = (00)(24)000020t(10423) gives [0120120] = 
[0101204], 0120121 = (10X23)030343 = (00)(23)010121(o3X2t) gives [0120121] = [010121], 
0120123 = (13024)234104 = (13024)012432(13024) gives [0120123] = [012432], and 0120124 = 
(12) (40)343421 = (12)(40)010124(14)(30> gives [0120124] = [010124],
Since 012042 = (14032)021031 gives 012042 ~ 021031 and '012042 s {e} 
but A70tii2t°t4t2)l,2)(3,t) = — 'tfd^tood = N^f^oL-^ttott =>
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)1,0)(3,4) G ((012042). so (•(012042) >< )A010042, (1,o))3,4) >= 2, the number of single 
cosets in [012042; is equal to = 60/2 = 30. |012042i has 30 single cosets and the or­
bits of ((012042) on t aae l1},.{1,2}, and {3,4}. So we have the double cosets (*0*1*2*0*4*2*31^ 
and NtotXttttttftN to consider. But, 0120420 = (14)(00)034’43 = (14)(00)110101)1’X24) 
gives [0120420] = [012121],
Since ((012043) = yy012043 {e}, the number of single cosets in [012043]
is equal to |°(((03o4):1 = 60/1 = 60. [O12043] has 60 smgle cosels and toe or­
bits of ((012043) on t aae {1},ll},l0},l’}, and {4}. So we have the double assets 
^N^i^J^-t3toN, Ntf)t-t2toUt:3tN, (*o*i*2*o*4*3*2(, and NttfatzttitittttN to consider. 
But, 0100431 = (13)(40)310313 = (1’)(40)01201C<340) gives [0120431] = [012010], 
0120432 = (14013)340401 = (14203) 0 121.23(t'2(”) gives [0120432] = [012123], and 0120434 = 
(14023)0302040 = (14023)0102030(134) gives [0120434] = [0102030].
Since ((012120) = (012120 =. ((012) = (012 = {e}, the number of single 
cosets m [O12120] equal to ■j(j[20o1 = 60/1 = 60. [012120] has 60 smgje cosets
and the orbits of ((012120) on t are 11},11},1O},13}, and {4}. So we have the double 
cosets Nto^itt^i^itth^t^iN, Ntotit2txt2tot2N, NtJdXXXotsN, and NtXXXitXotiN to con­
sider. But, 0121201 = (130)4143130 = (130)0100124(23X40) gives [0121201] = [0102124], 
0101000 = (14230)1412131 = (14230)0102030(140) gives [0121202] = [0102030], 0121203 = 
(10423)40’214 = (10423)012430(10423) gives [0121203] = [012430], and 0121204 = 3134342 = 
1100124<24))35) gives [0121204] = [0102024].
From 01010 ~ 10101, 012121 ~ 021212 and (012121 = ((012) = (012 = {e} 
but Aaot1aot1aoti)l) 2)(’,4) = Nt0tit2tit2t^®®^ = A■0Oto*t02tt*o = Aistli2tii2ii => 
(4,2)(3,4) G ((012121). So (<012121) >< ((012121, )10))3,4) >= 2, the number of single 
cosets m [012121] ss equal to ■ { = 60/2 = 30. [O12121] has 30 stogfe cosets and toe or­
bits of ((012121) on t aae {0},{1,2}, and {’,4}. So we have the double cosets (aoSltoal^otl^sT7' 
and NtJdtittXttsN to consider. But, 0121210 = (14)(30)043013 = (14)(30)0120<2<14)(23) 
gives [0121210] = [012042] and 0121213 = (10324)4’4131 = (10324)010212)13042) gives 
[0121213] = [010212],
Since ((012123) = (012123 = {e}, the number of single cosets in [012123] 
ss equal to ^yr23^ — 60/1 = 60. [012123] has 60 smgje cosets and toe or­
bits of ((012123) on t aae l1},ll},l0},l’}, and {4}. So we have the double cosets 
*V*o*i*2*i*2*3*o-Y, NttXt2tit2t3tiN, Ntttlt2t-it2t3t2N, and NtXXXitXM^N to consider. 
But, 0121231 = (10324)434’13 = (M^OWl2^’^) gives [0121231] = [010121], 0121232 = 
(03)(40)3032041 = ^'O^to2!2'^') gives [0121232] = [0102124], and 0121234 = 
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(HOd^Hd. = (13004)012043(13°24) gives [0101034] = [OKOH].
Since 012124 =' (112)411130 gives 012124 ~ 413130 and N°012124 {e}
but Ntot^tiht^, ’XO,^ = Ntot^t^t^’3^0’^ = Nt4tlitttt3to = Ntot^tdiU => 
(2,3^4) 6 7(012124), So aN012]212> >< gg1A°2i24j 2,3’(^)(, 44 n> 2 2 nice nnmber of single 
cosets in [012124] is equal to |A((o101o1)[ = 60/2 = 30. 1012124] has 30 simgle cosets and the or­
bits of n;°12124) on T are {1},{2,3}. and {4,°}. So we have the double cosets 
and N^oHi^y^i^i^ttitN Co consider. But, 0121241 = 114°)1011°34 = (34°)°10°103(1234O) 
gives [0101001] = [0100403] and 0121240 . = (1°) (03)°11030 = 110)123)012010(132) gives 
[0121200] = [012414], .
Since 012131 = 11°324)3212°2 gives 012131 ~ 101202 and A°12131 S {e} 
but WO:)Oo■Oo14^3ll(ll 0)(°11) = Ntohtztdst^’2^0’^ — Nt3t2tit2toi2 = Nl0tlt^2^1t311 => 
(°,2)(0,3) e A(°12131). So N(°“131) >< (A°12131, (1. 2)1°, 3) >= 2, Che number of single 
cosets in ^^12131^] is equal Co = 60/2 = 30. [012131] has 30 single cosets and the or­
bits of a(°12131) on T are {1. 0}1{11°}1 and {4}. So we have the double cosets Nlo3tttlll3ttt4N 
and NtotitatitzftoN to consider. But, 0121310 = 1230)1013121 = 103°)°1°0°3°(l0)(23> gives 
[OKm.] = [0102030].
Since n(°1214°) = Affl214° = {e}, the number of single cosets in [01214°] is equal 
to ^(oi^o)! = 60/1 = 6°. [012140] has 6° single cosets and the orbits of N(01214°) on T are 
{°}1{1}1{0}1{3}1 and {4}. So we have the double coseCs Ntoo^3!3^3^, AtociKiCoot-N, 
AC^oC^10^^iit14O^3}N'1 and Nld^ttliltt331tN to consider. But, 0121401 = 1134°0)4°1104 = 
113400)010030(1°412) gives [0101041] = [010230]. °101402 = 1140)03213 = (140)01241<134) 
gives [0101000] = [01241]. 0121403 = (1°)(01)014°30 = 110)123)012430(21°) gives [0101403] = 
[01243O]. 0121404= 110243)23041 = 110243)01203(13)(2°) gives [0121404] = ^01243].
Since 7(412^13) = A012413 = {e}. the number of single cosets in [410013] 
is equal to |jV(oFtl3)| = 60/1 = 60. [010013] has 60 single cosets and the or­
bits of W(°12413) on T are {O^l},^}.^}, and {4}. So we have Che double cosets 
Nt^oC^:c2^1^1^133^(^-N1 ACotlCoC1tiC1tlA’, N10ttttaltljt^tN, and NlgtJtdj'O?Slt:N to consider. 
But, Omm = (1°430)0°3°114 = (10430)0^21030910423) gives [0100131] = [0121230]. 
0104130 = (14°30)°2032° = 114°10)01021°(101< gives [0100130] = [010210]. and 0104134 = 
(12°34)0001201 = 112034)0100!132(12)(34) gives [0104130] = [0102132].
Since N^kho) = NO^no = {e}. the number of single cosets in [010030] 
vs equal to |71-°((0■)s4)j = 6°/]. = 6°. [0100:34] has 6° smgle cosets and toe or­
bits of n(°1243°) on T are {°}1{1}1{2},{1}, and {4}. So we have the double 
cosets NtotxtztjfatotxN Nlolit214:13tot2N, Nt33±32't4t33o33N) and Nt3tltltl3t3oltN to con­
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sider. But, 0124301 = (104)303202 = (1O4)O1O212(103) gives [0124301] = [010212], 
J
0124302 = (13240)134341 = (13240)012120(1324°) gives [0124302] = [012120], 0124303 = 
(14)(30)410124 = (14)(3O)O1214O(204) gives [0124303] = [012140], and 0124304 = 
(10)(24)010310 = (10)(24)010210(234) gives [0124304] = [010210].
Since A/2012432) = az’12432 = {e}, the number of single cosets in [012432] 
is equal to 3((°3.[32)| = 60/1 = 6’. [°12432] has 60 smgle cosets and. toe or­
bits of ^(012432) on T are {0},{l},{2},{3}, and {4}. So we have the double cosets 
77*0*1*2*4*3*2*0-71, 7V*0*i*2*4*3*2*i-7, 77*0*1*2*4*3*2*3-77, and 7^^z*0*1*2*4*.3-*^-*4 ,7^^ to consider. 
But, 0124321 = (14203)340340 = (142O3)O12O12<14203) gives [0124321] = [012012], 0124323 = 
(K)^’)’3’34’ = (12)(30)0)1.0^120(13)(24) gives [0124323] = [010120], and 0124324 = 
(13024)1312101 = (13024)°10203°(130> gives [0124324] = [0102030].
Since Af(°101204) = a/0101204 = {e}, the number of single cosets in [0101204] is equal 
to |13(((^i3i204) [ = 60 [0101204] has 60 smgle cosets and toe orMte of A^(0101204)
on T are {0},{l},{2},{3}, and {4}. So we have the double cosets A7*0*i*0*i*2*0*4*0-77, 
A*o*1*o*1*2*o*4*iAZ, 77*0*1*0*1*2*0*4*2-7, and 77*0*1*0*1*2*0*4*3-77 to consider. But, 01012040 = 
4202014 = 0121230(12043> gives [01012040] = [0121230], 01012041 = (14) (30) 134134 = 
(14)(30)012012(1324°) gives [01012041] = [012012], 01012042 = (12340)0120430 gives 
[01012042] = [0120430], 01012043 = (230)2424021 = (230)0101204(14X2°) gives [01012043] = 
[0101204],
Since yyf0101214) = 7/0101214 = {e}, the number of single cosets in [0101214] 
is equal to 1^(01^1214)1 = 60/1 = 60. [0101214] has 60 single cosets and the or­
bits of 77(0101214) on T are {0},{l},{2},{3}, and {4}. So we have the double cosets 
AZ*0*i*0*i*2*i*4*0-77, 77*0*i*0*i*2*i*4*iA7, A7*0*i*0*i*2*i*4*2-A7, and A7*0*i*0*i*2*i*4*377 to con­
sider. But, 01012140 = (12)(30)404141 = (12)(3O)O1O2O2(10432) gives [01012140] = [010202], 
01012142 = (140)1202031 = (140)0121230(120) gives [01012142] = [0121230], and 01012143 = 
(10234)020314 = (10234)010234(123) gives [01012143] = [010234].
Since A7(0102024) = A70102024 = {e}, the number of single cosets in [0102024] 
is equal to | j-(01130(24) | = 60/1 = 60. [0102024] has 60 single cosets and the or­
bits of 7/(0102024) on T are {0},{l},{2},{3}, and {4}. So we have the double cosets
1)7*0 *1*0*2*0*2*4*077, .77*0*1*0*2*0*2*4*1 A7, 77*0*1*0*2*0*2*4*2-77, and A7*0*i*0*2*0*2*4*3-77 to con­
sider. But, 01020240 = (12)(30)123121 = (12)(30)°1201°(1234O> gives [01020240] = [012010], 
01020241 = (240)3242120 = (24O)O121314(12403) gives [01020241] = [0121314], 01020242 = 
314143 = 012120(24)(3°) gives [01020242] = [012120], and 01020243 = (13042)030234 = 
(13042)010213(134) gives [01020243] = [010213],
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Since Art0102030) = ^0102030 = {e}, the number of single cosets in [0102030] 
is equal to j;(01i00!30o)| = 60/1 = 60. [0102030] has 60 single cosets and the or­
bits of A■(0002030) on T are {0},{l},{2},{3}, and {4}. So we have the double cosets 
AT^t^ii^ot^^Otosl^i^oiN, NtoottitootSthtaN, NtfaattattfatotN, and MotiWoW4# to con­
sider. But, 01020301 = (13240)230313 = l1324°)°02031(13)(2O) gives [01020301] = [012131], 
01020302 = (10432)402024 = l0O432)°0202°(004) gives [01020302] = [012120], 01020303 = 
(12034)042031 = l02034)012043(043) gives [01020303] = [012043], and 01020304 = 
(10423)302412 = (1O^!23)O^:2432(103) gives [01020304] = [012432],
Since Art0102124) = 770102124 = {e}, the number of single cosets in [0102124] 
is equal to 11V-([^1j221124) | = 60/1 = 60. [0102124] has 60 smgle cosets and toe or­
bits of Art0102124) on T are {0},{l},{2},{3}, and {4}. So we have the double cosets 
N3o3i3o323i32343oN, Nt^otl3^o323lt2t4tlN, Nt^otltot2^t^^23^^4fN, and N3o3i3o323i323433N to con­
sider. But, 01021240 = l14320)1410213 = (14320) O1°^^3O4(14320) gives [01021240] = 
[0102304], 01021241 = l142)413134 = l142)012120(23((4°) gives [01021241] = [012120], 
01021242 = (10234)030120 = (10234)000230(o32) gives [01021242] = [010230], and 
01021243 = (12) (30) 143430 = (12)(30)012123(14230) gives [01021243] = [012123].
Since 0102132 = l10432)3231201 gives 0102132 ~ 3231201 and AT0102132 s {e} 
but AooOl^(Ol2olo)l2l,22((03) = Ntotltot2tlt3t22('O'3 = AZ3^0301^00^ = Ntotitoiatiiata => 
(1.2)(0,3) G A00102132) . So JVl0002132) >< l7/’O1O2213,(1,2T0,3) >= 2, the rnmbca- of sin­
gle cosets in [0102132] is equal to jj(0(o0o2132O = 60/2 = 30. [0102132] has 30 single cosets 
and the orbits of A't0102132) on T are {0,3},{1,2}, and {4}. So we have the double cosets 
Nt^otttot2^it3t2toN and Ntotltot2tlt3t2t4N to consider. But, 01021320 = l14203)312014 = 
l042°3)°0241 3(340) gives [01021320] = [012413].
Since T/C0102304) = .770102304 {e}, (he number of single cosets in [0102304:]
is equal to |°^(oi°23(^4)| — 60/1 — 60. [0102304] has 60 smgle cosets and toe or­
bits of A't0102304) on T are {0},{l},{2},{3}, and {4}. So we have the double cosets 
N3ott3ttt33tot4:3oN, Aio(o0o^2l30oi4llA, N3ott3o32t33o34t2N, and N3o3l3ot2t3tot433N to con­
sider. But, 01023040 = l10243)3040201 = (10243)0121314(10324) gives [01023040] = 
[0121314], 01023041 = (14) (23)3041023 = l14)(23)°1241)°)l10324) gives [01023041] = 
[0124130], 01023042 = (10234)2023031 = (10234)0102124(10234) gives [01023042] = [0102124], 
and 01023043 = (13420)2102342 = (13420)0120430(2°K34) gives [01023043] = [0120430].
Since 0120423 = (12304)0210314 gives 0120423 ~ 0210314 and AT0120423 s {e} 
but Ato^102to^4*223)l,2)(3,4) = Atof1t22o24t2231’2^3’^ = Att^i/o^A = Ntootttttthi => 
(1, 2)(3,4) G ^(0120423). So Art0120423) >< ^0120423, (1;2)(3,4) >= 2, the number of sin­
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gle cosets in [0120423] is equal Oo 1^(0120423)1 = 60/2 = 30i [0120423N has 30 single cosets 
and the orbits of rv(0120423) on T are [0},{1, 2}, and {3,4}. So we have the double cosets 
Nt^ttii^2tOt1i2't3itN and NtotitytotjiyistiN to consider. But, 01204230 = (12430)302024 = 
(1243o)oi2124(103) gives [01204230] = [012124] and 01204231 = (10)(34)2042312 = 
(1°)(34)°12°43°(lo24(> gives [01204231] = [0120430].
Since a(0120430) = jy0120430 {e}, the number of single cosets in [0120430]
is equal to |t(°(1,^o4^(o) | = 60/1 = 60. [0120430] has 60 single cosets and the or­
bits of ^(0120430) on T are {0},{l},{2},{3}, and {4}. So we have the double cosets 
Niot^tottstotiN, Niotii2iotit3toi2N, Niji&tottettiisN, and Ntotlt2ttit't3ttttN' to con­
sider. But, 01204301 = (14) (23)2103402 = (0/4)(2:()(112.■132l<2o)((4) gives [01204301] = 
[0124320], 01204302 = (1°432)°101204 gives [01204302] = [0101204], °12043°( = 
(13)(24)1301204 = (13)(24)o12o423(13420) gives [01204303] = [0120423], and 01204304 = 
(12034)2120423 = (12034)°102  3 04(20X34) gives [01204304] = [0102304],
Since A’(0121230) = ^-0121230 = {e}, the number of single cosets in [0121230] 
m equal to |A^(°l)02(o)| = 60/1 = 60. [0121230] has 060 smgle cosets and toe or­
bits of ^(0121230) on T are {0},{l},{2},{3}, and {4}. So we have the double cosets 
Ntoiii2tit2'i3to^:^tN, Ni^tt1t2t1i^2t3tt^2^N, Ntti1t2i1t2t3tti3N, and N^-^^ii^tiithiotiN to con­
sider. But, 01212301 = (24°)2020104 = (24o)oiogives [01212301] = [0101214], 
01212302 = 2323120 = oioi2o4t13402) gives [01212302] = [0101204], 01212303 = 
(13420)134032 = (1342o)o12413(13240) gives [01212303] = [012413], and 01212304 = 
(10234)2303012 = (10234)0121230(13)(20) gives [01212304] = [0121230],
Since 0121314 = (10324)3212024 gives 0121314 ~ 3212024 and A®04 S {e} 
but Nitt1t2tlt3ii'tt(.l, 2)(3,0) = = Ntst^ttihiotii = Ntot&tiisiitt =>
(1 2)(3,0) G A-)0121314). So A^)012K14) >< (Ardd314, (1,2)(3,0) >= 2, the number of sin­
gle cosets in [0121314] is equal to t)(01)314)j = 60/2 = 30. [0121314] has 30 single cosets 
and the orbits of A’)0121314) on T are {0,3},{1,2}, and {4}. So we have the double cosets 
Nt^^it2tlt3^tii^^tlN and Ntot^t-tsi^tiN to consider. But, 01213140 = (10342)4042421 = 
(1o342)o1o2o24(104) gives [01213140] = [0102024] and 01213141 = (14023)1413012 = 
(14023)01°2(°4(1423O) gives [01213141] = [0102304],
Since 0124130 = (24) (30)2103142 gives 0124130 ~ 2103142 and ^0124130 {e} 
but ^ott^.-L^tX0, 2)(3,4) = Afool::2tUilt0°,2)3’4) = Nt2tit0t3tit4t2 = W01!-221!--11310 => 
(0,2)(3,4) 6 A)°124130)- So Ar(°124130) >< (rV0124130j (0>2)(3,4) >= 2, the number of sin­
gle cosets m [0124130] is equal to ^oi1130))1 = 60/2 = 30. [0124130] has 30 singb cosets 
and the orbits of a)0124130) on T are {0, 2},{1}, and {3,4}. So we have the double cosets 
4O
Ntotlt2t4ttt3tot■tN and Ntot4tgt4t■)t3tot3N to consider. But, 01241301 = (20) (34)0124130 
gives [012412°1] = [0124130] and 01241303 = 1314215 = O1O22O4(1224°) gives [01241203] = 
[01°22°4].
Since °124220 = (10) (24)422°124 gives 0124320 ~ 4320124 and #’°1242(0 = {e} 
but; Ntotlt2t4ttt2to(l,t)(0,4) = A414!22444342401’3)^ = AtWAoMAi = #4ool42*4*3*2*O => 
(l,3)(0,4) G #(0124320). So #(012432°) >< (tv0124320; (^(M) >= 2, the number of sin­
gle cosets m [O124320] is equal to i2°1^42(°)i = 60/2 = 30. [O124320^ has 30 siigb cosets
and the orbits of #l0124320) on T are {2},{1,2}- and {4,0}. So we have the double cosets 
Ntotlt2t4ttt2to01N and Ntot4t2t4tttgtot2N to consider. But, 01243201 = (12)(40)2102242 = 
(13)(40)0120430<20)(34) gives [°12422°1] = [0120430] and 012422°2 = (10)(24)2421022 = 
(1O)(34)O12422O(14)(30) gives [012422°2] = ^^12432^] and there is no other double coset to 
proceed.
From 01012141 = (10342)12134303, 01012141 ~ 13134303 ~ 24241434 ~ 
404°2°2° - 32320212 and #01012141 {e} but Mo4!4^*^!4^*!^,2,^) =
Ato41iO414(4l44^11’2’2’4’°2 — #^i^l.434:i4244t24O42 = Aio4l4O4l424l444l => (13,2,4,0) 6 
2-/-°1)^0^K^141) • go ry(oioi2i4i) ><- (#01012141, (1-2- 2,4,0) >= 5, the number of single cosets 
in [01012141] is equal to rrycOiol^ij ~ 60/5 = 12. [01012141] has 12 single cosets and the 
orbit of az(01012141) on T is {0,1-(,3-4^} so there is no other double coset to proceed.
From 01021324 = (14202)°4034221, 01021324 ~ 04034221 ~ 12132430 - 
21201402 ~ 43423120 ~ 40410213 ~ 23243041 ~ 32312014 ~ 34204102 ~ 10140342 
and A0121324 = {e} but A^Z.o(..l*o)*2(*i^^32*2■*i(.l, (,0,2) = A4o4i4o424i4342441’4,2’°’3') = 
#^i(244t24°*44l4°42 = A4o41*o42414342*4 => (1,4,(,°,2) G #(01021324). So #(01021324) >< 
(#01021324, (1)4,2,°,2) >= 10, the number of single cosets in [01°21224] is equal to 
1^01021324)1 — 60/10 = 6. [01021224] has 6 single cosets and the orbit of #(01021224) on 
T is {0,1,(-3-4:} so there is no other double coset to proceed.
Overall, we finish with 2926 single cosets in 62 double cosets. The order of G is 
60 x 2926 = 1O5560. These results are summarized in the following Cayley graph. The 
collapsed Cayley graph is a diagram of the Cayley graph in which each orbit of N in its 
action on the vertices by right multiplication is represented by a single node, labeled with the 
number of vertices that it contains. Lines between these nodes are labeled with integers to 
indicate • how many edges from a vertex of one node lead to vertices of the other. The orbits 
of N on the right cosets of AZ in G are, of course, just the double cosets of the form NgN 
and the labels on the nodes indicate how many single cosets a given double coset contains. 
Generally, Cayley graphs contain multiple edges and loops. Every line between the nodes is 
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not labeled if there is one edge from a vertex of one node that leads to the vertices of the 
other. Here is a hst of edges, between vertices of two nodes, that have not been shown in the 
Cayley diagram.
[0123] is joined to [012] represented by a loop.
[01024] is joined to [0124].
[01202] is joined to [01021],
[01203] is joined to [0120] represented by a loop.
[01240] is joined to [0102] and [01242] is joined to [01023].
[010123] is joined to [01243].
[010214] is joined to [0120].
[010231] is joined to [01214] and [010232] is joined to [0124],
[012013] is joined to [01241 and [012014] is joined to [010234],
[012040] is joined to [010124] and [012041] is joined to [01213].
[012130] is joined to [01204] and [012132] is joined to [010212].
[012134] is joined to [01213] represented by a loop.
[012141] is joined to [010121], [012142] is joined to [012010], an' [012143] is joined to [01023]. 
[012410] is joined to [01201], [012412] is joined to [012140], and [012414] is joined to [01°12°]. 
[012431] is joined to [01012] an' [012434] is joined to [012140].
[0101021] is joined to [010120] an' [0101023] is joined to [010234].
[0101201] is joined to [012432], [0101202] is joined to [010102], and [0101203] is joined to 
[01241],
[00°020°] is joined to [01214], [0101212] is joined to [012123], and [0101213] is joined to 
[012012].
^^101240] is joined to [010203], [0101241] is joined to [012012], and [0101242] is joined to 
[01204].
[0101243] is joined to [010124] represented by a loop.
[0102020] is joined to [010213], [0102021] is joined to [0101214], and [0102023] is joined to 
[00°20°].
[0102032] is joined to [010124],
[0102101] is joined to [012413], [0102102] is joined to [010202], [0102103] is joined to [012430], 
an' [0102104] is joined to [010230],
[0102120] is joined to [01213], [0102121] is joined to [012121], an' [0102123] is joined to 
[012430],
[0102130] is joined to [010202], [0102131] is joined to [0102024], and [0102134] is joined to
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[010213].
[0102301] is joined to [010210], [0102302] is joined to [0.12140], and [0102303] is joined to 
[0102124].
[0102340] is joined to [010102], [0102342] is joined to [0101214], and [0102343] is joined to 
[01201].
[0102341] is joined to [010234] represented by a loop.
[0120101] is joined to [012043], [0120102] is joined to [01214], [0120103] is joined to [012124], 
and [0120104] is joined to [0102024].
[0120120] is joined to [0101204], [0120121] is joined to [010121], [0120123] is joined to [012432], 
and [0120124] is joined to [010124],
[0120420] is joined to [012121],
[0120431] is joined to [012010], [0120432] is joined to [012123], and [0120434] is joined to 
[0102030].
[0121201] is joined to [0102124], [0121202] is joined to [0102030], [0121203] is joined to 
[012430], and [0121204] is joined to [0102024].
[0121210] is joined to [012042] and [0121213] is joined to [010212].
[0121231] is joined to [010121], [0121232] is joined to [0102124], and [0121234] is joined to 
[012043].
[0121241] is joined to [0120423] and [0121242] is joined to [012010].
[0121310] is joined to [0102030].
[0121401] is joined to [010230], [0121402] is joined to [01241], [0121403 is joined to [012430], 
and [0121404] is joined to [01243].
[0124131] is joined to [0121230], [0124132] is joined to [010210], and [0124134] is joined to 
[0102132].
[0124301] is joined to [010212], [0124302] is joined to [012120], [0124303] is joined to [012140], 
and [0124304] is joined to [010210],
[0124321] is joined to [012012], [0124323] is joined to [010120], and [0124324] is joined to 
[0102030].
[01012040] is joined to [0121230], [01012041] is joined to [012012], and [01012042] is joined to 
[0120430],
[01012043] is joined to [0101204] represented by a loop.
[01012140] is joined to [010202], [01012142] is joined to [0121230], and [01012143] is joined to 
[010234],
[01020240] is joined to [012010], [01020241] is joined to [0121314], [01020242!] is joined to 
[012120], and [01020243] is joined to [010213].
[01°2°3°1] is joined to [012131], [0102°3°2] is joined to [012120], [O0°2°3°3] is joined to 
[012043], an' [01020304] is joined to [012432],
[00°202t°] is joined to [0102304], [01021241] is joined to [012120], [01021242] is joined to 
[010230], an' [01021243] is joined to [012123],
[01021320] is joined to [012413].
[01023040] is joined to [0121314], [01023041] is joined to [0124130], [01023042] is joined to 
[0102124], and [01023043] is joined to [0120430].
[01204230] is joined to [012124] an' [01204231] is joined to [0120430],
[01204301] is joined to [0124320], [01204302] is joined to [0101204], [01204303] is joined to 
[01204303] is joined to [0120423], an' [01204304] is joined to [0102304],
[01212301] is joined to [0101214], [01212302] is joined to [0101204], [01212303] is joined to 
[01212304] is joined to [0121230],
[01213140] is joined to [0102024] an' [01213141] is joined to [0102304].
[01241301] is joined to [0124130] represented by a loop.
[01241303] is joined to [0102304],
[01243201] is joined to [0120430].
[01243202] is joined to [0124320] represented by a loop.
7.1 A Multiplication of Elements in Symmetric Representa­
tion Forms
Since elements of N can be gathered on the left, every element of the progenitor 
can be represented as 7rw, where 7r G TV and w is a word in the symmetric generators. Indeed 
this representation is unique provided w is simplified so that adjacent symmetric generators 
are distinct.
For example:
From x ~ (0,1,2,3,t), y ~ (1,4,2), an' xy ~ (2,3) (4, 0), 
if we tet p = -x-2xt3y = txt2x(yy-1yt3y = tptzxytl = (xy^xy^hiti-xyyt- = =
(2,0)t4,0)i1t3t3 = (2,3)(t,O)to:
See Appendix C for a computer program, in MAGMA, for multiplication of elements given 
in symmetric representation forms.
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7.2 Conversion to a Symmetric Representation of an Element 
Whose Permutation Representation is Given
Consider a psemutattrc P of Jx on 2926 letters. Convert P to its canonical symmet­
ric representatirc foam; that is, write it as A-w, where tv is a psrmuttttrc of A$ on 5 isttsee 
followed by a word, w, as a product of length of at most 8 in the symmetric generators. The 
labeling used for the single cosets of N in G is given in Appendix A.
For example:
Let P = (1,6,9,13,7)(3,18,’0,40,01).... (See Appendix B)
for P E Jx, where P is a psemutttirc on 2926 letters.
Smce, N is labeled as 1 and 1 goes to 6 under P, we have
Np = NP => lp = 6
=> NP = lP = NW
=> NP = Ntjo
=> NPtjtx = N
=> Ptjtx = n
=> P = njo, a symetric representation for P when n E Jx- 
From above, n = Pjtx = (2,4,5 8,3)(6,10,17,22,11)...
Therefore, the action of Pisii on the symmetric generators is given by:
2 = Nt0,3 = Ntx, 5 = Nt2,8 = Nt3A.tNt.4gn = (0,1, 2,3,4).
And so a symmetric representation for P is given by P = (0,1,2, 3,'^io- 
See Appendix D for a computer program, in MAGMA, to convi^rt to its symmetric reprssen- 
tt0irc form of an element whose ps-mutt0irc rspeseentattoc is given.
7.3 Conversion to a Permutation Representation of an Ele­
ment Whose Symmetric Representation is Given
Given a symmetric repreesntatirc for any element of Jx, we can easily aecovea its 
psemutatirc representattoc on 2926 letters. For example:
Let S = (0,1, 2 3, be the symmetric representation of the element S E Jx- Then the
action of a- = (0,1,2,3,3) £ l on each of the 2926 single cosets of N = A$ in Jx is given by: 
totxt2t3t4 with labels 0,’) 5, 8,4,
and, since label 6 = txto, [^l^r](0’1’0’3’4) = [t2*i](0’1)0>’^4) = [.£3.jo](1>1)2,3,4) = [^,4j3])%2,’,4) _ 
[^0S^t1](0.1.0,’,4) = [it^o](O,1,2J3,4) with labels )6,11,17,22,11), 
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and. since label 7 = ^i., [^io] HUAM) = [toti] 14’12’3’4) = [*1*2]lO’^) = [*2*3] lO’^) = 
[^:^'^■1](°’112’1’1) = [lo^o]10’1’013’0) with labels (7,10101106111)1
and the same procedure is repeated for the remaining 2926 letters.
And so a permutation representation for S is given by S =
(2,3,5,84)1^, 10, 17,22, 111(7,12,01106111)... x tfto = (1MH. 7)(3, 18, 32,0°101)....
See Appendix E for a computer program, in MAGMA, to convert to its permutation 




























































Figure 7.1: Construction of Ji
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Appendix A
Labeling for the Single Cosets
> :for i in [1..60] do print i, cstCi]; end for
1 □
2 [ 5 J
3 [ 1 1
4 I 4 1
5 [ 2 ]
6 [ 1, 5 ]
7 [ 4, 5 1
8 [ 3 ]
9 [ 2, 5 ]
10 [ 2, 1 1
11 [ 5, 4 ]
12 [ 5, 1 ]
13 [ 3, 4 ]
14 [ 3, 5 ]
15 [ 3, 1 1
16 [1, 4]
17 [ 3, 2 ]
18 [ 2, 1, 5 1
19 [ 4, 2 1
20 [ 5, 2 ]
21 [ 5, 4, 5 1
22 [ 4, 3 1
23 [ 1, 2 ]
24 [ 5, 1, 5 I
25 [ 3, 4, 5 ]
26 [ 2, 3 ]
27 [4, 1 ]
28 [ 2, 4 1
29 [ 3, 1, 5 1
30 [ 1, 4, 5 1
31 [ 5, 3 ]
32 [ 3, 2, 5 ]
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>
33 [ 3, 2, 1 ]
34 [ 1, 5, 4 ]
35 [ 4, 2, 5 ]
36 [ 1, 3 ]
37 [ 5, 2, 5 ]
38 [ 1, 5, 1 1
39 [ 4, 3, 4 1
40 [ 4, 3, 5 ]
41 [ 1, 2, 5 ]
42 [ 1, 2, 1 ]
43 [ 4, 5, 4 1
44 [ 4, 5, 1 ]
45 [ 2, 3, 4 ]
46 [ 2, 3, 5 J
47 [ 4, 1, 5 1
48 [ 2, 4, 5 J
49 [ 4, 2, 1 1
50 [ 2, 5, 4 ]
51 [ 2, 5, 1 1
52 [ 5, 3, 4 ]
53 [ 5, 3, 5 J
54 [ 4, 3, 1 ]
55 [ 2, 1, 4 1
56 [ 4, 3, 2 ]
57 [ 3, 1, 4 ]
58 [ 3, 4, 2 ]
59 c 4, 5, 2 J
60 [ 1, 5, 4,. 5 ]
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Appendix B





> G<x,y,t>:=Group<x,y,tlx*5,y“3, (x*y)~2,t~2,(y,t) , , (x*t)*7>;




> IroayP: = [Id.C<) : 1 in [1..60]];
> foo i in [2..59] du
fuo> P:g[Id(K): 1 in [1.,#Sch[ii]];
foo> foo j in il.-tfCchhi]] du
foolfor> if Eltseq(Sch[i] ) ij] eq 1 then P[j] Gxx; end if;
foolfor> if Eltseq(Sch[il) [j] eq -1
forlforlif> then P[j] ;=yy5-l; end if;
foolfor> if Eltseq(Sch[i] ) ij] eq 2
for|for|if> then P[j];Gyy; end if;
foo|for> if Eltseq(Sch[i] ) ij] eq -2
for|forlif> then P[j]:Gy,"-l; end if;
foo|for> end foo;
fOT> PP-.=Idy<);
foi> foo k in [l..#P] do
foo|for> PP:=PPpP[k]; end foo;
foo> lrrayP(i] :=PP;
foi> end foo;
> for x in G1 do if Order(x) eq 5 then <::y; boeak; end if; end foo;
> <;
(1, 6, 9, 14, 7X3, 18, 32, 40, 211(4, 24, 41, 46, 25)(5, 29, 35, 53, 300(8, 47, 
37, 63, 48X10, 45, 105, 113, 60X11, 67, 120, 1218, 70X12, 76, 1215, 139, 
78)1(13 , 81, 140, 146, 33X15, 92, 154, 148, 94X16, 97, 160, 115, 98X17, 
58, 167, 170, 1033(19, 114, 157, 173, 83)(20, 117, 136, 194, 118X22, 129,
143, 86, 1300(23, 132, 54, 174, 1333(26, 147, 109, 175, 131)(27, 149, 57,
57
247, 1511(28,, 152, 95, 184, 153X31, 165, 123, 205, 160 (34, 179, 314, :
1822(36, 99, 255, 248, 180 (38, 199, 353, 362, 2022(39, 209, 368, 375,
1555(42, 225,, 398, 404, 228X43, 232,, 406, 410, 233)(44, 241, 419, 429,
244)(49, 127,, 453, 459, 267X50, 271,, 461, 467, 273)(51, 277, 464, 475,
279)(52, 282,, 476, 480, 253X55,. 293,, 487, 364, 2955(56, 226, 494, 498,
3022(59, 311,, 504, 508, 312X61,, 327,, 478, 326, 320 (62, 332, 531,, 502,
3344(64, 339,, 540,, 385,, 341X65,, 344,, 545, 433, 345) (66, 349, 171,, 555,
351)(68, 363,, 358,, 560,, 354X69,, 265,, 552, 369, 3666(71, 376, 401,, 594,
378) (72, 380,, 291,, 601, 383X73,, 386,, 342, 607, 3888(74, 390, 490, 377,
3922(75, 394,, 528,, 308, 390(77,, 405,. 542, 584, 300)(79, 411, 371, 250,
4122(80, 414,, 261,, 643,, 416X82,, 430,, 472, 647, 4200(84, 435, 456,, 668,
3722(85, 437,, 224,, 673,, 438X87,, 164,, 640, 675, 4400(88, 444, 505,, 658,
440 (89, 447,, 320,, 520,, 448)(90,, 450,, 686, 616, 1344(91, 413, 597, 690,
451X93, 460,, 495,, 693,, 211X96,, 468,, 206, 593, 460(100 , 481., 264, 588
483X101, 484, 393, 621, 458) (102, 485, 534, 747, 2844(104, 493, 425, 649,
321)(106, 499, 317, 519, 500X107, 322, 679, 521, 5011(108, 397, 598, 738,
503X110, 513, 796, 807, 510 (111, 298, 280, 274, 3066(112, 524, 612, 818,
330) (116, 537, 335, 846, 538)(119, 549, 360, 569, 550 (121, 563, 881, 891,
5666(122, 137, 627, 897, 573X124, 296, 742, 589, 5788(126, 367, 913, 915,
586X135, 619, 961, 960, 227) (138, 630, 974, 980, 608)(141, 240, 181, 443,
170 (142, 653, 1018;, 1028, 656X144, 663, 579, 214, 664X145, 346, 604, 940
6655(150, 644, 422, 648, 67 6)(156, 696, 1089,. 470,, 289X158,, 706,, 1105,
1109, 708X159, 713, 1111, 716, 532X161, 698, 1123, 1127, 725X162, 729, 
1129, 1133, 730) (163, 193, 857, 1140, 735) (168, 523, 1157, 373, 752) (169, 
756, 1163, 1168, 595)(172, 767, 1177, 893, 770X177, 784, 1201, 919, 
7866(178, 509, 994, 1211, 793X180, 808, 1107, 1216, 797X183, 813, 889, 
1243, 488X185, 820, 763, 1258, 823X186, 828, 1037, 1268, 831X187, 466, 
1266, 127*4, 838X188, 841, 985, 235, 842X190, 681, 1287, 10810, 260(191, 
851, 1147, 287, 852X192, 854, 1148, 288, 856) (195, 863, 1305, 814, 
2666(196, 866, 1280, 336, 860(197, 872, 1317, 1321, 874X198, 877, 1322, 
1327, 879X200, 892, 1318, 1329, 882X201, 895, 973, 355, 896X203, 900,
977, 959, 901X204, 903, 1325, 1361, 9044(207, 391, 1364,. 811., 909X208,
910, 221, 952, 911X210, 918, 1296, 1316, 3522(212, 920, 220, 949, 921X213
923, 722, 1388,, 4555(215 , 492, 1307, 1394, 9300(216,, 933,, 229;, 965,
935X217, 938, 223, 723, 939X218, 942, 1408, 1331, 3566(219, 409, 1416,
M19, 947X222, 955, 1427, 1430, 669X230, 966, 1313, 382, 960(231, 969, 
691, 1332 , 970 (234 , 981, 887, 1333 , 983X236 , 303, 1185, 1422 , 980 (237, 
989, 1478, 1191, 992) (238, 996, 1485, 1049, 990(239, 672, 1493, 975, 
1000 (243, 1015, 1501, 1506, 1010 (245, 1031, 111*4 , 740 , 660 (246 , 661, 
1400, 827, 1030(249, 104*4, 562, 1545, 1047X251, 614, 1546, 1550, 
1054X252, 1056, 343, 1293, 645X254, 1060, 1555, 1146, 286X256, 1066, 
102*4, 1517, 1020(257, 1069, 1564, 1567, 541X258, 845, 791, 1570, 
1073X259, 1076, 1571, 1232, 1077X262, 1082, 1578, 1012, 1083X263, 564, 
1542, 1585, 1080 (268, 1093, 1165, 1285, 1095)(269, 1098, 1601, 1194, 
1100(270, 1102, 615, 1463, 1103X272, 836, 1208, 1112, 711X275, 1117, 
1182, 982, 1110(276, 1120, 1598, 1248, 1121X278, 1128, 1494, 1464, 
922X281, 113*4, 753, 1652, 1135X283, 1141, 1426, 1286, 338)(285, 1144, 
1271, 1668, 10333(290, 1149, 1488, 1413, 1151X292, 1154, 556, 1242,
58
(294, 928, 1630, 56M, 55611 (297, 1169, 849, 1703, 1571) (m, 1173,
1604, 1705 j, 8191(305, ure, 1582', HM, 8321(3Q4, HW, 835, 1115,
(305, UM-, 694, 1635, ligoxm, llM, M3, 14,4, usKm, 1195,
1101, 1827,, 1H^(^^I(310,, 5579;, 1035, 16,0, 11999(353, DM, 804, MM ,
5207X355, 1,19, H57,, MD,, 12222 (m, 473, 1640,, H75 , 5230X357, D37
15M, 591, (3,3, 751, 1705, IDl, (325, 1,44, 782, HM,
D46) (3M, 5,59, 750, 1474, 52600(331, 1052, D5,,, 1873 , 52699(333, D75
1483, MM,, Hsian, dh, 1848, MM,, 8822(34Q, 52M, 13M, 387,
1004)(347, 1301, 765, nm, 53033(348, 1304, HM,, 5338 , 1,73) (350, 13Q7
1448, 5423,, Msxm, MM, 1927, 19M, 834)(357, 771, 5882, 1470,
(361, 1351, 1945,, HM,, ^^<^^5(365,, 1362, 4M,, HH , 53633(370, MM
1975, MW,, 13811(374,, 787, 454, 15M, IM,) (379, 452, 1475, 1137,
(381, MM,, HM,, 758) (384, 1401, HD,, 1030 , 14022(389, 145,
1548, MW,, 54144(399,, 5374,, 964, 482, 13711(400, 1431, 1180, 1713,
9021(402, 1438, 1964, 2057, 14411(403, 13918, 1312, 1491, 4171(407, 1456, 
H54, 2073, 13422(408, 1007 , 2077, 1650, 14661(415 , 790, 1774, 1356, 
14791(418, 1409, 1204, 772, 1492)(421, 1496, 1021, 1516, 14977(423, 1498, 
1513, 15,5, 1499) (424, 1084, 1722, 1116, 15001(426, 1511, 2006, 1730, 
6781(427, 1521, W65, 2144, 14811(428, 1029, 1568, 2033, 14032(431, 1532, 
927, 1696, 15341(432, 1535, 905, 202-1, 15362(434, 1537, 1152 , 2152, 
15388(436, 999, 1937, 1697, 11788)439, 1555, lUl, 635, 15542(441, 1558, 
1429 , 945, 15592(442, 1560, 1003, 1U2, 1212, 801, 1225,
15611(449, 1574, 833, 1930, 1559, 1197, 2209, 15941 (462, 685,
2097, 2231, 5612,(463, 684, 1144, 1^^72 HHlMeS, HM, 2236, 2238, 
16222(471, 1633, 1,M, 1926, 565)(«4, 1643, 2252, 2258, 16244 (477, 1656, 
2270, DD, 5^^£^9 (479, 1529, 1820, 16655 (489,. 1544, 1664, 2291,
^866 (Hl, 559, 1346, 5545, 1693) (496, 1050, 2147, 1172, 15522 (497, HU, 
2318, 2323, 52501(506, 1733, 2187, 860, 5735l(508, 1738, 1504, HU, 
6131(550, 1743, HM, 906, 707, 2232, 2108, 5750X5D, 1752,
2343, 2345, 53241(554, 8M, 2357, 2349, 57581(555, 1771, 1878, 798, 
16699 (517, 1778, 2255, 1929, HHMBM, HIB, 2338, 2375, HK) (522, 15M,
1079, UM, use^m, 5522, 55,5, 1597, 15892(522, HM, ITU, MM,
5804)(537, 1808, 726, HM, 58101(539, M17, 561, U^68, 1858X530, 18M, 
2400, 1736, 799 ^(533, 1831, 1471, 1294, 9611(535, 1899, 2407, 1290, 
18411 (536, 1366, 2313, 1864, H^60K!^;^E^, 1^^5^, 1^^^, 5794, MM) (543, 1444,
2459, 24,0, 5842,(544, 1861, 1578, 1596, 15462(546, 1833, 2423, 147,,
18700(547, 1874, 1899, 2431, MreHMB, MM, 2243, 2539, 5877)(555, ^99,
1887, 2436, 9^(^:>(553, 1895, 2234, 7i2, 16^:^1(554, 1900, 1873, 2445,
(557, 991, 2084, 1872, 59101(559, 1914, 1489, 775, 5215l(568, 5M5, 
1457, 1039, 19331 (568, M35, 2463, 1533, 972)(5TO, 1940, 2069, 2,0,, 
13555 (571, 18M, 18,7, 18851(57,, 1889, 1917, 1628, 58111(584, HH,
702, DU, 13455 (575, 5480, 2428, 1800, 545l.1(586, 1671, 1262, 2393, 
9441(588, MM, 2307, 761, 19499 (580, 1954, MM, 2470, DH^XM), 195^, 
MH, 1379, lSSOXm, 1963, DM, 1420, 56731(583, IW?, 1819, D53, 
5970X585, 197-4, 2332, 1139, 5^(^2^2(587, 1663, 2055, 1658, (590, 1985,
1455, 1674, 7451(592, 1315, 2207, 1691, 59881(596, 1M7, 1739, MM, 
raO)^, MW, 5983, 2495, 18578(800 , 2005, DTO, 1509, 5034)(803, 780, 
1728, 1344, ,05 51(603, 1417, 2502, 2503, 19022 (605, M0, 1543, 19,1,
59
20155(606, 1001, 720, 1583, 14211(609, 1405, 2043, 10313, 776)(610, 1965,
2289, 2514,, 1410X611, 1193, 1231, 1679, 20355(617, 2044,, 2425, 2082,
15799(618, 2047, 1556, 2522, 20499(620, 2058, 2059, 1653,, 20511(622, 1289
1406, 2531, 20611(623, 1292, 1138, 2533, 20655(624, 1572,, 1922, 659,
20688(625, 1357, 2105, 2045, 837)(626, 1459, 2460, 1042, 2070X628, 1452,
2389, 2244, 1984X629, 2074, 719, 1944, 2075X631, 1999, 2450, 1763,
11<^^^)(633, 1830, 639, 203^7, 18711(634, 2083, 186-7, 19018, 12611(636, 1515, 
1074, 2540, 20855(637, 957, 2517, 2072, 9711(638, 1026, 1809, 2549, 
2094X641, 2098, 1573, 1068, 2100)(642, 1724, 2551, 1909, 1540)(646, 943, 
1680, 699, 21100(650, 2121, 1336, 2499, 2122X651, 1737, 1996, 788, 
2124X652, 2126, 2022, 2565, 2129)(654, 1476, 1311, 802, 2132)(655, 2092, 
2182, 2497, 21377(657, 2146, 1794, 2575, 1027)(662, 214-7, 2324, 774, 
2^^<^)(666, 1490, 2578, 2580, ^^^^4(667, 1158, 783, 1625, 762)(670, 2163, 
1183, 1347, 858)(671, 2165, 2588, 2106, 11797(674, 1440, 2590, 2366, 
21737(677, 2150, 2561, 2352, 2180X680, 875, 2448, 1520, 1803)(683, 2185, 
2593, 2592, 10722(687, 1626, 2469, 2282, 21900(688, 1433, 2403, 978,
2)02X789, 2193, 1510, 2380, 8167(692, 1629, 2032, 1769, 21^:^1(695, 158-7,
732, 2262, (697, 2210, 2439, 2109, 2203X700, 2214, 2274, 2620,
22177(701, 1279, 2618, 2624, 22211(703, 2225, 1989, 755, 7687(704, 2226,
2009, 779, 17488(705, 2228, 2562, 2628, 22299(709, 1359, 2141, 2413,
2233X714, 2241, 2639, 2342, 794X717, 1132, 1310, 2444, )704X7)8, 1576,
1415, 1071, 2243X721, 1160, 1091, 1040, 2245X727, 2248, 1213, 822, 
2250X728, 2040, 795, 1608, 22511(731, 2259, 1764, 2078, 22611(733, 1467, 
1473, 2314, 22655(734, 2052, 2484, 1959, 22688(736, 2042, 1885, 1699, 
1376) (737, 1383 , 2539 , 2213, 1684) (739 , 2275, 1218, 1636 , 22787■(74), 1228,
1766, 2283, 7737(743, 2279, 1328, 2643, 13587(744, 2064, 2520, 2488, 
1370X746, 1813, 2377, 809, 2114X748, 1744, 1962, 2359, 15977(749, 1925,
2658, 2492, 22877(750, 1150, 1942, 2421, 16^^3(754, 2293, 2663, 1991, 
22955(757, 2299, 2071, 2451, 8788(759, 2304, 2622, 2676, 2272X764, 2309,
2659, 2680, 23088(766, 1894, 1609, 1631, 1992X769, 1802, 2682, 1461, 
23177(777, .2325, 1063 , 2591, 23267(73), 1514 , 2339 , 984 , 2330X785 , 956, 
1638, 2367, 1760X789 , 2335 , 2395 , 2079 , 23377(792 , 2338 , 2131, 1709,
8677(800, 2353, 1365, 2178, 2034X803, 2200, 2704, 2523, 2360X805, 2361,
2541s. 987, 1245) (806, 2362, 2427, 234-4, 23633(810, 108-7, 1055, 1953,
21988 (812, 2378, 1390., 1526,, 23797(8)5, 1253, 2525,, 2393,, 16111(817, 2327
876, 1816, 13722(821, 2388, 1832, 1634, 17^^9(824, 1349, 1990, 924,
23911(825, 16-76, 2715,, 2260,, 2394X826, 2396, 2498,, 936, 12299(829, 1968,
873, 2447, 19133(830, 1220, 2656, 2426, 14288(832, 2402, 2566, 1019,
))455(834, 1826, 2456,, 1088, 1943X839, 1512, 2601,, 1143,, 24044(840, 2405
1227,, 1281,, 24066(843,, 1277,, 1672;. 2641,, 24088(847,, 2053,, 1397, 916,
2415) (848, 1454, 2489,, 1062, ^^^£^5 (850, 2416, 1712,, 2486,, 24177(853, 1865
2430,, 1941,, 1254X855,, 1911, 2475,, 2644,, 19188(859,, 2115,, 1002, 1251
24344(862, 1844, 1241,. 2341,, 24355(864, 2437, 2414,, 1284,, 1352X865, 2159
1436,, 2028,, 24388(868,, 1589,, 1859,, 2302., 2440X870,, 2446,, 1961, 2481
2107)(871, 2168, 2466,, 1458,, )0537(883, 2452, 1753,, 1170,, 24533(884, 1528
1788,, 1903,, 1781X885,, 1070,, 2136,, 2333; , 1162,, 1350, 2297
16811 (890, 2457, 1939,, 1718,, 15477(894, 898, 1174, 1707, 24677(907, 2370,

















































(9U, 2976, 0163, 0411, o^^l^1)<^101, 1H9, 0006, 2636, XIOO,(005, 0000
1382, 07101(000, hd, 0190 , 2761 , 2983) 1070, 2404, 1360, 2600,
(972, 1272, 2099, 2600, 0460)(179, 0490, 067, 1367, 1970)1971, 0510,
27^^, 17277(090, 2505, 2101, D06 , 2506) 0^44, 2507, 0807, 2771
(090, 21^^, 0043, DD, H^) , 2317 , 2700, 0720, 25:^;^) (950, 0605
1492, 0447)(060, 0355, 0090, D17, 0090)(157, 0001, H52, 0667]
(059, 1494, HU, DD, 26D) 1058, D61, 0101, 1731, 2023) (962, 0060
0776 , 2256) (901, 0679, 0209, 2334, 186)3(110, 0122, 2544, 0669J
(910, 0040, HU, 0100, 0787)(988, 0542, 1790, 2074, 2247)(000, 0661
0128, 152^) 0^97, 0166, 2O90, 0029, 1590)(1000 , 0100 , 2629, 2042,
(1005, 2204, 2582, 1046, 1097)(1008, 2491, 2196, 2054, 2552)(1009,
1023, 2567, 16777(1010, 1883, 2091, 2572, 25533(1011, 2554, 2284,
25322(1014, 2256, 2271, 2707, 25111(1017, 1300, 10067 2329,
(1025, 1880, 2001, 1038) 2671)(0040, HU, 2273, 10417 15622 (1043,
2651, 2737, 1314)(1045, 2581, 2678, 1354, 2104)(1048, 1892, 1627,
2036) (1051, 22OT7 2632, 2684)(1061, 2589, 11011 2685,
(1058, 1792, 1788, 22062 1896)(1059, 1434, 2161, 22077 1584)(01)0,
2154, 1320, 1335) (1065, 2239, 1978, 245-4, 7756)(0016, 2346, 0760,
17322 (H^, 2259, 2^666 2060, 7696)(1000, 1756, 2519,
(1085, 2281, 1^^2^1 2706, 0646) (1090, 2606, 2821, 2220, 7609)(1094,
1369, 2647, 7614)(0009, 7625, 7000, 7070, 1845)(1113, 1267, 1966,
0077)(1009, 10)>7) 2274) 1302, 7400)(017), 2090, 2250, 2113,
(1131, 1971, HD, 22088 7712) (1067, 2195, 2210, 1^^^, (1159,
0181, 1220, 1422)(1D9, 2670, 2199, 2054, 0651)(1100, 2409, 25^^, 
0072)(1D7, 2741, 2200) 2830, 7013)(1010, 2218, 2011, 1240,
(1181, 2200, 1153, 2068) 0064)(0001, 2035, X200, 2663, 0604)(1101,
1562, 2710, 03201(1000, O690, 0852, D49, 08622(0006, O)77, 2067, 
0972)(1000, 2260, 1000) 0764, 0208)(1207, 2691 , 2^7^^, 0600,
(1277, 1729, 1^E^^7 2211, 1142)■(0074, 2174, 2883, l^e^6, 0109)(1235,
1486, 0916, 09201(0070, 2022, 1747, 1373, 18244(1041, 0709, 2314, 
1487)(0040, 1924, 2271, 2711, 0849)(1257, 0114 , 22^^^, 1447,
(1205, 1754, 2^^5, 2^29, 0106)(0010, 1841, 2200, 228:2, 07001(1007,
0548, 2101, 01422(0001, 22^^, 0669, 1774, 0727)(1006, 2399, 2150, 
00790(0000, 22^^^, 1000) 0170, 0110)(0707, 1385, 22^^^, 2674,
(1770, 23^^, 2c^31^, 1001) 1098)(1777, 1384, 2161, 2710) 00010(1370,
0391, ^^1^, 0147)10790, 2005, 2204, 2851, 0071)(0790, 2290,
06690(0700, 1^8^, 2850, 1646, 1101)1)276, 2150, 1007) 2412,
(DU, 2159, l^^O, 2900, XD) 13580, 1.396, DOT, 2100) 07601(0700,
0909, 1907, 07511(0700, 0170, 1642, 2801, DSH (UM, 1884, 2099, 
08580(1407, H94, 2494, 2807, 2101) 14432 , 0623, 2210) 21^),
(1975, D:10, 1183, 1789, 2110)11442, 1920, 2098, 2249, 01801(U97,
H34, 18:12, 21810(U50, 1987, 2108, 2110, 01256(1900, 2784, 2919, 
0096)(U00, 1980, 2723, 2887 , 1001)(1490, 1560, 2110) 2167,
(DOT, 0011, 227)0 2904, 0051) 15503, 2773, H70, 1079, 0017)(0616,
2056, 0789, (DOT, 2207, 2048, 0864, :D556(0600, 2433, 2879,
0736)(1500, 2253, 2921, 2741, 2290)(0220, 1595, 2255, 0071,
(1504, 2804, 2^^^, 2796, 2140) 11230 , ^4^^^ , 0200, D04) 0914)(1570,
1869, 1563, 2157, 1667) (1549, 21715, 2790, 2844, 2777)1 DH 2818, 2570
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2859, 2675X1590, 2825, 2923, 2924, 2340) (1592, 1765, 2881, 2847,
2817)(1600, 2756, 2810, 2162, 2205X1603, 2713, 2573, 2331, (1605,
2839, 2615, 1805, 2748)(1613, 2841, 1815, 2007, 2842) (1614, 2843, 2886,
1825, 2133) (1617, 2585, 2526, 2812, 2696X1618, 2845, 1782, 1955,
1762)(1619, 2485, 2706, 2206, 2733X1639, 2194, 2889, 1835, 2849)(1647,
2754, 2527, 2798, 2473X1654, 2577, 2222, 2067, 2853) (1660, 2218, 2303,
2913, 2066X1666, 2650, 2768, 2774 , 2708X1670, 2230, 2184, 1716,
2093)(1685, 2031, 2119, 2766, 1740X1687, 2861, 2832, 2660, 2835X1688,
2455, 2915, 2143, 2461)(1689, 2864, 1957, 2508, 2004X1692, 1806, 2623,
2785, 2865X1698, 2674, 2605, 2188, 2598X1700, 2002, 2833, 1784,
19722(1702, 2050, 1986, 2896, 2557X1706, 2310, 2925, 2887, 28722(1715,
2874, 2908, 2285, 2875X1720, 2793, 2769, 2717, 2153X1723, 2830, 2482,
2608, 2369X1726, 2008, 2130, 1866, 2316)()75), 2698, 2731, 2020,
2537) (1756, 2633, 2669, 2479, 2220X1768, 2742, 2694, 2215, 2736X1773,
2087, 2795, 2822, 2145X1822, 2808, 2750, 2720, 2775X1836, 2135, 2891,
1837, 2890X1840, 2893, 2223, 2294, 21722(1853, 2305, 2003, 2907,
2019X1856, 2535, 2869, 2918, 2848X1886, 2637, 2837, 2612, 27922(1915,
2800, 1973, 2906, 19522(1916, 2702, 2462, 2384, 2902X1929, 2903, 2246,
2536, 2787) (1932, 2627, 2103, 2805, 2884X1936, 2905, 2866, 2797,
2493)(1938, 2646, 2916, 2587, 2038X1956, 2619, 2846, 2823, 2140X1969,
2237, 2372, 2277, 2286X2012, 2909, 2829, 2688, 2693X2016, 2855, 2911,
2026, 2871X2029, 2559, 2815, 2901, 2858X2030, 2718, 2354, 2926,
2816X2080, 2744, 2621, 2803, 2746X2089, 2600, 2765, 2772, 2811X2095,
2734, 2721, 2783, 2687) (2096, 2919, 2895, 2753, 2788)(2164, 2867, 2634,
2879, 2888X2176, 2390, 2922, 2645, 28)9X2)83, 2776, 2597, 2692,
2524)(2186, 2424, 2579, 2545, 2358X2192, 2806, 2877, 2743, 2802)(2211,
2510, 2910, 2862, 26622(2216, 2607, 2868, 2912, 24422(2235, 2894, 2653,
2705, 2828X2240, 2521, 2726, 2602, 2478) (2276, 2821, 2878, 2722,
27522(2292, 2301, 2813, 2882, 2863X2321, 2885, 2683, 2459, 2917X2322,
2504, 2679, 2794, 2920)(2381, 2700, 2745, 2684, 2631X2392, 2749, 2814,
2630, 2876X2398, 2719, 2668, 2824, 2873X2422, 2762, 2730, 2755,
2487) (2429, 2738, 2528, 2735, 2648X2501, 2860, 2629, 2661, 2626X2547,
2840, 2642, 2870,
2724, 2667)
2604X2583, 2921, 2617, 2826, 2820X2652, 2763, 2782,
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Appendix C
A Multiplication of Symmetric 
Representation Forms
mult := function(G19N, x, y)
/*
Return the product of elements x and y of JI given in the symetric
representation
*/
rrr:= N ! x[l] ; sss: = N ! y^j^3;
ii := x[2]~sss; vv := y [2] ;
tt := &*[G1 |ts[iu[i]] : i in [1 .. #uu[] * &*[Gl|ts[w[i]] : i in
[1 . . #w] ] ;
ww := css[l“tt];
tt := tt * &*[G1 Its [wj[Ww - k + k in [1 .. #wW];
zz := NlrepPjj: j in [1. .5] I (l*ts[ii)*tt eq l*ts'[j]}: i^in
[1.5];
return <rrr*sss * zz, ww>;
end function;
xxx<[2,3,l,4,5],[1,2]];
yyy: = [[2,l,4,3,5] ,[3,4]];
eel:=mmll(N,xxx,yyy);
(From x:=(0,l,2,3,4) and y:=(l,4,2),
xxx:=[2,3,4,5,l] and yyy: = [4,1,3,2,5])
mult := flncCion(GlN, x, y)
/*
Return the product of elements x and y of JI given in the syimetric
represennation
*/
rrr:= N ! x[l]; sss:= N ! y[l];
ii := x[2]~sss; vv := y[2] ;
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tt :g &♦ [Gilts [im[i]] : i in [1 .. #uu]] * &*[il|ts[w[i]] : i in 
[1 .. #vv]] ;
ww :g csSSl"tt];
tt :g tt * &*[G11Ss[wi[Ww - k + H] : k in [1 . . #wW];
zz :g <[oe^<^;j: j in D-.S] I (l“ts[i])"tS eq l'ts^i]}: i in
Ci.5^1;







A Conversion to a Symmetric
Representation from a Permutation 
Representation
<N<a,b>: =Group<a,bIa'5/t^'3, (a*b) ~2>;
per2sym := fpnctoonCri.N, p)
/*
Convert pereupaaion p if JI on 2926 letters inti its symietric oepese\
ntation
*/
ew : — cst [l"<] ; '
tt := p ♦ &»[ri|ss##w[#iw -1 + 1]]: 1 in [1 .. #ww]] ;





A Conversion to a Permutation
Representation from a Symmetric 
Representation
sym2per : = function(Gl,N» yyy)
/*
Convert an element x of JI in the syieetric repesentaGion into a per\
euuaGion
acting on 2926 letters
*/
xxx : = N ! yyr[l]; uuu := y^[Z1;
p := [1 : i in [1 .. 29226] ;
ts:=[Id(Gl): i it [1.511;
ts[l] ;=f(t“x); ts[21:=f(t"(x"2)); ts[3] :== (t“(x"3)); ts[4 :==(t“(x“4)); ts\
[5]:==(t);
p := [1 : i it [1 .. 2922]];
for i := 1 to 5 do
p[prodied, ts, [i])] := prodie(l, ts, [i] “xxx);; .
end for;
tra5: =Tr;aisveesal (N, N5) ; •
for i : - 1 to #tra5 do
ss : = [5]“tra5[i];
p[prodied, ts, ss)] := prodied, ts, ss“xxx);
end for;
tra5):=:TrGnsversGlN,N51) ;
for i := 1 to #tra51 do
ss := [5,1 “tra5i 1ii ;




for i := 1 to #tra515 do
ss := [5,1,5]“tra515[i];
pEprodimd, ts, ss)] : = prodimd, ts, 
end for;
tra512:=Trrnsvers;rL(N,N5:)1);
for i := 1 to #tra512 do
ss := [5,1,2] 'trr^Hdi ;
p[prodlmd, ts, ss)] : . prodimd, ts, ss*xxx); 
end for;
t:ra5)_5) :=Trrnsversal(N>N5151) ;
for i := 1 to StraBOi do
ss := [),l,),l]'■tr))1)l)ii;
p^rod^d, ts, ss)] := prodim d, ts, ss*xxx); 
end for;
tra5)52:==rrnsversaL(N,N5)52);
for i := 1 to #^35152 do
ss := [),l,),))‘trr)1)))ii;
p[prodimd, ts, ss)] := prodimd, ts, s^"xxx); 
end for;
trn5)25:==rrrlsveesal(N,N5)25);
for i := 1 to #tra5)25 do
ss : = [5,1,2,5] 'tr^^Sdi ;
p[prodimd, ts, ss)] := ts,
end for;
for i := 1 to #tra5).2) do
ss := [),1>),l) "tr■r)11))iL ;
pEproddnd, ts, ss)] := prodimd, ts, ss'xxx) ; 
end for;
tra5)24:==rrLnsversalCN,N5124);
for i := 1 to #tra5)24 do
ss := [),1,),4]‘trr)1)4)ii;
p[proddmd, ts, ss)] := prodimd, ts, ss~xxx); 
end for;
tra5)5)5:==rrnsversrl(N,N51.5)5);
for i :. 1 to #tra51515 do
ss := [),1,),),5] 'tra^SHdi ;
p[prodimd, ts, ss)] := prodimd, ts, s^*xx^);
end for; ' 
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tra51512:=Transversal«,<515122 ;
for i := 1 to #tra51512 do
ss : = [B.l^.l^J-raaBDDCii;
pEppodim(1, ts, ss)] : = prodied, ts, ss~xxx); 
end for;
tra51525: =Trannveesal(<, <515215 ;
for i : = 1 to #1:^51525 do
ss := [a,l,a,3,a]*■oaaa15a3)i];
pEp^^d, ts, ss)] : = prodie d, ts, ss"xxx); 
end for;
traa1a21:=Transversal«,<515211;
for i := 1 to #"trcl51a21 do
ss : = [a,l,a,),l]traaa1a211i];
pEproddmd, ts, ss)] := prodied, ts, ss^xcx); 
end for;
t^aa1a23:=Tr•ansversal(<,<515233;
for i := 1 to #traa1a33 do
ss := [a,l,a,),3]"■oaaa1aa3)i] ;
rEprod1ed, ts, ss)] := prodied, ts, ss~xxx); 
end for;
traa13a1:=Transve:rsal«,<a1351);
for i := 1 to #tra51351 do
ss := [a,1,3,a,11*traa12)51i];
pEpp-odded, ts, ss)] := prodied, ts, ss~xxx); 
end for;
traa13a4:=Transeersal(NJ<a13a4);
for i := 1 to #tra51254 do
ss := [P:l,),a,4)“traa1334)p];
pEp<oided, ts, ss)] := prodied, ts, ss'“:xxx); 
end for;
tr85131a:=Transversal(<<512115;
for i := 1 to #tra51215 do
ss := Ep51,2,1,5]"raaB1315[P];
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<l<rodim(), ts, ss)] :g poodim(1, ts, ss~xxx); 
end for;
tra51212:GTransversal«, <51212) ;
for i :g 1 to #tra51212 do
ss :g l1,),1,),1)*tra5)2112[L;
p [poodim d, Ss, ss)] :g prodim d, Ss, ss'-yxc) ; 
end foo;
tra5)2)3:-Transerrsal«,<1)1)33 ;
for i :g 1 to #tra51213 do
ss :g i5,)»2,)»3]*tra5)2113ii ;
<[<i^odj^m(1, ts, ss)] :g prodimd, ts, ss■'yyy); 
end foo;
tra51214:GTraisveesal(<,<512144;
for i :g 1 to #tra51214 do
ss :g l1,),1,)J))"tra1)2H)i] ;
p^^d^d, ts, ss)] :g po'odimd, ts, ss'xxxx; 
end foo;
Sra51241;GTra:nsversal(N, <512411 ;
foo i :g 1 to #tra51241 do
ss :g l1,l,1,),]]sta1511)l[i];
p^^d^d, ts, ss)] :g prodimd, ts, ss'“xxx); 
end foo;
tra51243:=Transversal(<,<512443;
foo i :g 1 to #tra51243 do
ss :g l5,l,1,),3]"taa5)14))ii;
<[<^1^(1, ts, ss)] :g poodimd, ts, ss'5ycx); 
end foo;
tra515152:GTraisversal(<, <5151152;
foo i :g 1 to #tra515152 do
ss :g l1,)•1,),5,2]*tra515152ii];
p^rod^d, ts, ss)] :g prodimd, ts, ss*yy)); 
end foo;
tra515125: GTransversal (<«5151261;
foo i :g 1 to #tra515125 do
ss :g l1,l,1,l,2>5]sta1511)211i.i;
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pEppodimd, ts, ss)] := prodimG, ts, ss"xxxx;
end for;
tra515121: (N,N525222) ;
for i := 1 to #tra515121 do 
ss := [5,1,5,1,2,1]*trG515211[i];
pEppc^mCd, ts, ss)] : = prodi-md, ts, ss~xxxx;
end for;
tra515124:-Traisvers<a.(N,N525224);
for i := 1 to #tra515124 do 
ss : = [i,3,5,l,2,4]*Gr8255224ii] ;
pEprocd.md, ts, ss)] := prodi-md, ts, ss~xxxx;
end for;
tra515252:=Traisversal(N,N515252);
for i := 1 to #tra515252 do
ss := [5,l,5,2,5,2]*Gr5155252[i]j
rCprodimdl ts, ss)] := prodimG, ts, ss~xxxx; 
end for;
tra.515253: -Transversal(N,N515253);
for i := 1 to #tra515253 do 
ss := [[51,5,2,5,3]‘Gra515253[i];
p[prodimdl ts, ss)] : - prodimG, ts, ss"xxx);
end for;
tra515215: -Transversal(N, N5152215 ;
for i := 1 to #tra515215 do 
ss := E^, 1,J^,2j, 1^!^]*t^:^«^5^152^E^I^i);
p[prodimdl ts, ss)] := prodimG, ts, ss"xxxx;
end for;
tra515212:-Transversal(N, N5 252H);
for i := 1 to #traS15212 do
ss := [5,1,5,2,1,2]"tra515221Ei]; .
^[podlnG, ts, ss)] := prodimG, ts, ss~xxx) ; 
end for;
trG525213—Transversal(N,N515212); 
for i := 1 to #tra515213 do
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ss := [6,0,6,0,1>7)-tra505520)i] ;
ptprodimd, ts, ss)] := prodimd, ts, ss~xxx);
end for;
tra606076:=Traisveesal(N,N5152076;
for i := 1 to #tra71.6076 do
ss := [5,0,'5,0,7,5]"tra505507[i];
p(pnodii(l, ts, ss) := prodimd, ts, ss~xxx); 
end for;
tra606074: =Tratlsversal(N,N606273) ;
for i := 1 to #tra616074 do
ss := [5,0,5,0,7,9]*tra605607)i];
p[prodiid, ts, ss)] := prodimd, ts, ss“xxx); 
end for;
tra600605:=Transversal(N,N6107116 ;
for i := 1 to #tra610615 do
ss := (6,1,0,6,1,61*tra511061[i] ;
p[prodimd, ts, ss)] := prodimd, ts, ss*xxx) ; 
end for;
tra600602: =TrrnsveesaHN, N71252 ;
for i := 1 to #tra510602 do
ss := [5,0,0,5,0,0]“tra502061)i] ;
plprodiid, ts, ss)] := prodimd, ts, ss*xxx); 
end for;
tra600692: =Tr<msveesaHN, N5122^9^22 ;
for i := 1 to #tra602690 do
ss := (5,l,2,7,9,2]~rr5110692)i] ;
ptprodimd, ts, ss) := prodnd, ts, a^'xix^); 
end for;
tra600697:=Transversal(N,N610799) ; 
for i := 1 to #tra510697 do
ss := [5,0,0,5,9,7]-tra502059)i] ;




for i := 1 to StraSDDS do
ss := [5>1225]]ti^G5^1^21^5 5[i;
p[ppoddm(d, ts, ss)] : = prodied, ts, ss“xxx); 
end for;
traS35351:=Tratsversal(NNS32i2i);
for i : = 1 to #tra512121 do
ss := [5,l,2,i,5,i]“traS)2212)i];
pEprodded, ts, ss)] := prodied, ts, ss“xxxx; 
end for;
traSDDS: “Transversal(NNS121^:^)i;
for i := 1 to #tra512123 do
ss := [5,l,5,2,2,3]tta5525)25)[L ;
p[prodied, ts, ss)] := prodie(1, ts, ss“xxxx; 
end for;
traS)5)54:=Travsversal(N,NS32324);
for i : = 1 to #tra512124 do
ss := [5,l,5,l,5,1)“traS)5132)i];
p[prodie(1, ts, ss)] := prodied, ts, ss“xxO; 
end for;
traS12333:=Travsversal(N,NS3233));
for i := 1 to #tra512331 do
ss : = [),3,2,3,),3]“traS)211))i] ;
p[prodie(1, ts, ss)] : = prodied, ts, ss'-xxxx; 
end for;
tra5121415: “TransversaKN, N512245);
for i := 1 to #tra512145 do
ss : = [5,l,5,3,4,5]“tGs335)41)i];
p[prodied, ts, ss)] : = pradind, ts, ss^xxO ; 
end for;
1.24^^: =Transversal(N, N5124133 ;
for i : = 1 to fttraBDDS do
ss := [),l,5,33,31“traS35431)i] ;
ptprodied, ts, ss)] := prodie d, ts, ss“xxx) ; 
end for;
traSDDS: “TransversaKN, N6124335 ;
for i := 1 to #tra53233S do
ss := [5,),5,1,),5)“tra5)251))i];
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plprodimCl, ts, ss)] : = prodim(5, ts,
end for;
tra512432: =Transvers<aL(N, N512433,';
for i := 5 to #tra533333 do
ss := [5,l,2,4,),)]”tas53)43)1i] ;
p[prodiin(i, ts, ss)] := prodim(5, ts, ss'xxx); 
end for;
t^a5155354:=Transversal(N,N55552541; '
for i := 5 to StraHSim do
ss := [5,5,5,5,2,5,41~tra555123S)i];
pp^rt^o^ii^mi, ts, ss)] := prodim(i, ts, ss“xxx); 
end for;
t^aS5S5354: =Transversal(N, N51517!m ;
for i := 5 to ^traSHim do
ss := [5,1,5,5,),1,3]-tra55551)3)i];
r[prodilll(d, ts, ss)] := prodimCd, ts, ss"xxx); 
end for;
traS5S3S34:=Transversal(N,N555^5341;
for i := 5 to #tra51S2S33 do
ss := [5,1,5,),5,),3)*tra5553353)i];
pCprodimG, ts, ss)] := prodim(d, ts, ss'xxx); 
end for;
trammS: “Transversal(N,N55525355 ;
for i := 5 to ^traSHUM do
ss := [5,3,5,),5,),5)~tra535233)li] ;
r[proddm(i, ts, ss)] := prodim(l, ts, ss'xxx); 
end for;
traS5S3534: =Transversal(N,N51522.73) ;
for i := 5 to #tra51S3523 do
ss := [5,5,5,3,3,3,3]-traS55S)131i];
pp>p<oUiB(d, ts, ss)] := prodimCd, ts, ss~xxx); 
end for;
traS5S3533: “Transversal(N, N55552^33, ; 
for i := 5 to #tra5fS2132 do 
ss := [5,1,5,),3,),)]-tra5352)1)3i.] ;
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p[prdiimil, ts, ss)] := prodimCd, ts, ss'xxx); 
end for;
tra5152354: “Transversal (N, N5152354) ;
for i := 1 to #tra5152354 do
ss := [),),),2,),),2)“■trr)))23)54i] ; 
p[prodim(l, ts, ss)] := prodimCd, ts, ss'xxx); 
end for;
tra5125423: ==rrnsversal(N, ^1255223 ;
for i := 1 to #tra5125223 do
ss := [),l,2,5,4,2,)]-tr5512)4237ii;
p^rodim!, ts, ss)] := prodimCd, ts, ss'xxx); 
end for;
tra5)25235:==rrnsversrl(N ^51254355;
for i := 1 to #trr)125235 do
ss := [),l,2,),2,),)]“tr))l))22)]iL ;
p[prodim(l, ts, ss)] := prodimCd, ts, ss'xxx); 
end for;
tra5121235: “=rrnsversrl(N ^51212355 ;
for i := 1 to #t:ra51^^1235 do
ss := [),),2,),2,),)]-traE12)23))5.i;
p[prodim(l, ts, ss)] := prodimCd, ts, ss'xxx); 
end for;
tra5121314: ==rrnsversal(N,N5121314) ;
for i := 1 to #tra5).213)2 do
ss := [5,),2,),),),2]'•tr^512)1)1)i];
p^rodinG, ts, ss)] := prodimG, ts, ss'xxx); 
end for;
tra5)22135: ==ransversal(N, N51224335 ;
for i := 1 to #tra5122)35 do
ss := [),),),2J1,),5]-trr))24)1)5i.] ; 
p[pro^imi, ts, ss)] := prodimG, ts, ss'xxx);
end for;
trr5124325:==rrnsversrl(N,N51223255;
for i := 1 to #tra5)22325 do 
O4
ss :g l1,)>1,4,3,1,1]~tra1)14)315i.] ; 
ptppoddmd, ts, ss)] : g prodim(d, ts, ss~xxx);
end foo;
tra51511141:GTranserrsal«,<51511141);
foo i :g 1 to #tra11111141 do
ss :g E5,)>1,),1,),4,))[■tr^S1.5)214))i] ; 
p[Eroddm(d, ts, ss)] :g prodim(d, ts, ss“yy^);
end for;
tra51511314:GTranserrsal(N,<515213244;
for i :g 1 to #tra51521324 do
ss :g [5,l|5,2,l,3,1,))“tra5)111321)E];
p[Epoddm(d, ts, ss)] :g prodim(d, ts, ss~xxxx; 
end foo;
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